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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED MATERIAL 

Noble gives three distinct periods of development 

in the process of pupil transportation.1 They are: 

1. The era of private methods of transportation. 
2. The era in which the concept of transportation 

as a public rather than a private responsibility 
had its beginning. 

3. The era of motor bus transportation. 

The era of private methods of transportation was 
a compromise between taking the school to the children 

and taking the children to school. It was the -·method 

used for the parents and grandparents of today's 

children. Because of the great dista.11ce encompassed 

by the frontier, many rural schools were built, but with 

the many small districts it was still necessary for 

children to travel as much as ten miles to get to school. 

lNoble, M.c.s., Pupil Trans§ortation in the United 
States. Internationa! Textbook o., Scranton-;-l>enn. ,. 1940, p. 2 
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Since 1920 the movement to consolidate the many 

rural school districts into a larger, centrally located 

school has gained momentum. The improvement in means 

of transportation and in roads has contributed to the 

gradual elimination of the one teacher rural school. 

Noble gives 1869 as the date when the first 

transportation law was passed and the beginning of 

the second era. 2 The legislature of Massachusetts 

passed an act which authorized local connnunities to 

tax themselves for the transportation of pupils. 

The act gained its importance from the fact that it 

established pupil transportation as a legitimate 

part of the community1 s taxation program. Thus 1869 
became the year in which pupil transportation began 

to be regarded as a pu~lic rather than a private 

responsibility. As time has gone by, every state 

has assumed the responsibility to transport rural 

children to school at public expense. 

Prior to 1900 school transportation was in an 

experimental stage. "Kid hacksn were dra,m by horses . 

and used in some localities. Slovmess of _travel, 

inclement weather, and poor roads made any ·extensive 

program of such pupil transportation difficult. 

·2 . 
Noble, op. cit., p. 2 
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After 1900, the automobile and the school bus contributed 
to the phenomenal growth . in pupil transportation at public 

~\. 

expense. The era of motor· bus transportation had arrived 

by 1920. 

The development of transportation in Kansas was made 

possible the law of 1897 which provided ror the consolidation 
of rural schools. The Twenty-first Biennial report of the 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction of Kansas for the 

years 1917 and 1918 contains a statement that more adequate 
provision had been made for transportation of pupils living 
at a distance from schooi.3 The report contains a picture 

of the Garfield, Kansas consolidated school with conveyances 
for transportation of pupils. The photograph contains five 

or six open cars and one very crudely enclosed box-like 

structure on ivheels.. The next biennial report of the State 

Superintendent contains a section on the consolidation of 

Kansas schools in 1920.4 The report states that at the time 

of the 1918 biennial report, there were one hundred and nine 
such schools which had combined a total of three hundred 

smaller schools. The report .states that consolidation 

received such impetus as had been heretofore unknown. 

3Kansas Twenty-First Biennial Report State 
Su erintendent of Public Instruction for 17-
~, Topeka, Kansas, 191, P• 1 

L!i{ansas Twent -second State Su t. 
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The reason given was better roads, easier and more comfortable 

transportation, shortage of efficient teachers, small 
;, 

enrollments in the rural schools and lack of interest in 

such schools. The report has a number of pictures of various 

consolidated schools showing the very ee~ly type school bus 

that vms used in Kansas. The Twenty-fourth Biennial Reyort 

of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction of Kansas 

contains a sum.nary report of all schools reporting transporta~ 

tion in Kansas for September, 1924.5 Sixteen schools were 

reported. They . were: Brewster, Brovmville, Bucklin, Colby., 

Gem, Holcomb, Menlo, Monument, Oakley, Palco, Plains, 

Protection, Quinter, Rexford, Weskan, and Winona. Eighty one 

buses were reported in use and they traveled 60,978 miles 

during the month. 

The evidence of the above reports points to the 

year of 1920 as the turning point in the History of bus 

transportation for Kansas school children. In 1924. the state 

had sixteen schools using 81 buses as a means for transportation 

of school children. 

The United States Office of Education Biennial Survey of 

Education for 1946-194.8 shows that Kansas transported 40,000 

children in 1765 school vehicles at a public expenditure of 

5Kansas Twenty~fourth Biennial Report of the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction for .years:-r9°23-19~4, 
Topeka, Kansas,1925, p. 42 -
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~~2,990,000 and an average cost of ~i1.5.22 per pupil transported 

for 19t~7-1948. 6 The . yearly expenditure di-d not include capital 
,. 

outlay. A mimeographed form published by the ·Off'ice of 

Education ror 1949-1950 shows that Kansas transported 48,977 
pupils in 2,097 publicly owned vehicles at a public expenditure 

of' ~~3,740,423. 7 This was an increase of' about 9,000 pupils, 

300 vehicles and ~r,7.50,000 over a period of' two years. 

The United States Office of Education Biennial Survey for 

1946-1948 shows a rapid national increase in consolidation of 

of schools since 1929-1930.8 In the school year 1929-1930, 
the report shows 11~8, 000 one teacher schools in the United 

States. By 1947-191~8 this number had fallen to 75,000. This 

· was a decrease or fifty percent. Transportation increased 

from nearly 2,000., 000 pupils transpo11 ted at public expense in 

1929-1930 to nearly 6,000,000 in 1947-1948~ During the same 

period the annual expenditures for pupil transportation in the 

nation increased from 1~55, 000,000 to ~)176, 265,000. A total of 

6united States Office of _Education Biennial Survey of 
Education, Statistica1S1.mmlarn_, Government .Printing Office, 
Washington., D. c., 1950., p. 6 

7united States Office of Education, Statistics on 
Pupil Transpo,rta·tion, . 1%9-1'950 • . Mimeographed . Sheet,--:-
Washington, .n • . c • ., 1951 

8united States Office of Education, op.~., p. 2 
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104,835 publicly operated school vehicles was reported 

for 19~7-19~8. The report states that public school pupils 
,. 

transported at public expenditure could be expected to 

increase in the future. This prophecy is fulfilled in the 

194-9-1950 mimeographed form published by the United States 

Office of Education which shoVls 6,980,689 children trans-

ported in 115,205 vehicles at an annual public expenditure 
9 of $204,611, 283. This is an increase of a million stu-

dents, 10,000 vehicles and $28,000,000. 

The growth of transportation of school pupils within 

the last fifteen years is little less than phenomenal. 

Transportation or school children at public expense is now 

a major activity of school districts. 

Reeder gives the following reason for the rapid growth 

of pupil transportation at public expense.1Q 
l. Th.e accumulating evidence that cQnsolidated scnoois w1th be~ter trained starr provide better 

educational opportunities than one teacher scho~ls. 

2. Widespread migration of population from rural 
districts to cities, leaving thousands of rural 
schools with small enrollments and the necessity 
to close some of them because of high pupil costs. 

3. Enlarging school districts, thus making better 
and easier the consolidation of schools. Thousands 
of districts have been merged during the last few 

__ years • .. . ··· -

9united States Office of Educ. ~• .£,ll., page l 

lOReeder, Ward G., Fundamentals of Public School 
Administration, The Macmillan -Co., -New York, 194-i -
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4. The advent of the automobile and good highways 
thus making it possible to bring pupils together 
quickly and safely over distances which were 
before in a~eessable to travel. 

5. The enactment of state laws which permit or 
require the consolidation and transportation 
and which some times give state aid for this 
consolidation and transportation. 

6. The granting of millions of dollars by the 
federal government during recent years for the 
construction of consolidated schools. 

The philosophy back of this vast enterprise is based 

in the American belief in the inherent value of the 

individual. Democratic government grants each individual 

equality of freedom opportunity to participate in making 

decisions on matters of group or individual concer-n, and 

equality of obligation or responsibility to abide by such 
11 decisions and carry them out._ Sovereignty rests in the 

people, therefore the welfare of the state depends on the 

intelligent solution of political problems. •. To achieve this 

end, the pioneers established schools. The belief in education 

is one of the fundamental principles upon which this country 

has been established. The Federal Constitution in the first 

· amendment guarantees freedom of speech, press, and the right of 

the people to peaceably assemble. Freedom and encouragement 

of education and research are as_sumed f.rom this guarantee. 

llBayles, Ernest E., The Theory and Practice of 
Teaching, Harper Brothers,New York, . ~o, .. p • . ·33 -



The State of Kansas in Article Vl, Section 2 of 

the Constitution has the following mandate: 
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The legislature .shall encourage the promotion 
of intellectual, moral, scientific and agricultural 
improvements by establishing a uniform system of 
common schools, and schools of .higher grade, 
embracing normal, preparatory, collegiate, and 
university departments. 

Believing in the necessity .of education as a 

cornerstone of successful democratic government, and 

individual welfare, the men responsible for the success 

of this venture were faced with the question of getting 

the children to school. The Missouri handbook for 

pupil transportation gives a logical approach to the 

cause for and the reasoning behind our thinking on 

pupil transportation.12 

The transportation of school children has 
played an important role in the development of 
the American philosophy of universal education. 
More than a century ago, educational leaders 
recognized that adequate schools could not be provided 
within walking distance of all children. To meet this 
situation school transportation -was begun. Today -the 
primary purposes of school transportation at public 
expense include the following: to equalize the educa-
tio_nal opportunities for alt children, provide means 
by which children can reach school under safe and 
healthful conditions, provide education .of children 
in the most economical manne·r, and to develop 

.satisfactory school centers .which will afford attendance 
units large enough to justify broader educational 
facilities. 

1~issouri, Pupil Transportation~, Regulations 
and Standards, Publication No. 73, -State Department 
o"rrnstruction, Columbia:, Missouri, 1951, p. 5 . 
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School transportation has become a part of 
the day to day experience of a large and increasing 
number of children. The adm.inistration should be 
aware of the social aspects of transportation, 

, and the many valuable opportunities afforded by 
the daily experiences to relate classroom instruction 
to life situation_s. rrhrough the provision of better 
education ·for children, the best interests of society 
are also being served. 

Following the national pattern, the trend is 
definitely toward enlarged school districts. With 
the adoption of reorganized school districts, the 
transportation of children becomes imperative. 
Transportation is an auxiliary service only in 
the sense that it helps make actual instruction 
available to children. From the administrators 
viewpoint, it is• an essential part · of the overall 
school program that requires constant supervision 
and direction. _ Perhaps no other phase of the school 
progra.111 is more closely observed by the lay public 
or has greater tendency to mold public opinion toward 
the schools than the tra,."1.sportation facilities provided 
for the children. One of the objectives in the plan-
ning for a· greater equality in the educational 
opportunities for all children must be an effective 
transportation program. 

Tate says that the government has an obligation to 

furnish transportation and lists it as a proper function 

of the state. 13 

Improvement of pupil transportation will be based 

on carefully collected racts as Butterworth points out 
. 14 ;in his book. 

The administration of pupil transportation is both 
an art a..i.~d a science. It is an art in so far as the 

13Tate, N.G., The Administration of. Pupil Transportation 
in the Public Schools in New Mexico, TUnpublished Doctorts 
dissertation, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, 
1951.) 

14Butterworth, Julian E.,.and Guegsegger, Vi;r1gil, 
Administration of Pupil Transportation, Educational 
Publishers, inc.; Philadelphia, Pen..~., 1941, Preface. , 
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administrator in meeting his various problems 
depends upon general observation and judgment. It 
is a science in so far ~s pertinent facts are 
carefully coll,ected, sifted, and organized as a 
means of establishing principles of action and 
perfecting teclmiques for applying these principles 
to the development and execution of transportation 
policies. Although art is co1mnonly the only basis 
f'o1,, action in the early stages of dealing with any 
problem, its complete elimination will seldom take 
place no matter how fully the science may be 
developed. 

The arti of' pupil transpo1,tation is important and 

pertinent in an organization, but to depend on art 

alone as has too often been done in this field leads 

to a situation described by Theodore L. Reller, editor 

of the Guide to Action Series, in his introductory note 
' 15 
for Butterworthts book. 

The problem of safey in the transportation · 
service is of greatest importance. In many 
school districts, conveyances are old, without 
adequate safeguards, checked poorly and irregul-
arly, · and operated by men with too little unde1,,-
standing of the weighty responsibility which is 
theirs. Able manipulators of conveyances frequently 
fail to understand and are unable to utilize the 
educational opportunities connected with trans-
portation. 

Authorities have long urged the collection of 

statistics on pupil transportation in order that a 

better approach could be made to\vard the solution of' 

the problem of safe, economical, efficient., comfo1,table, 



pupil transportation. 
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16 Butterworth•s plea in an example. 

Du.ring th13se years especially when we seem to 
be making so much progress in transportation, 
it would be useful if some large goverrunental unit, 
the state or preferable the United States Office 
of Education were to present standards of practice 
in regard to such matters as length -of haul, time 
on road, size of vehicle, type of vehicle, distance 
pupils walk to meet the vehicle, methods for 
protecting the pupil until the vehicle arrives, 
salaries, amount of . insurance carried, frequency 
of inspection of buses, and numez,ous other 
practices. The data should be so organize.d as to 
show averages, deviations, and ranges for the 
several states or groups of 1states where conditions 
are more or less similar. Such data with inter-
pretative connnents would act as stimulators to 
thought a.n.d guides to .action; they could not be 
accepted as standards to be slavishly followed. 
Unfortunately, few data of this type are at present 
available. 

Since the above was written, there has been a 

move to establish national standards. The most notable 

effort was the meeting held in Jackson's Mill, West 

Virginia in October 1948, under the sponsorship of 

the National Education Association, and the United States 

Office of Education. This meeting according to Roy K. 

Wilson, stressed the necessity for standards for school 

bus construction and driver training programs. 17 
The Eighteenth Yearbook£! the American Association 

of School Administrators reports. that the authors 

collected the following information from unpublished data 

in 1938. Thirty six states had thirty six school buses 

. 6 . . 
l Ibid., p. 4 
17Wilson, Roy K. nToward Safe School Transportation,tt 

N .E.A. Journal, 37: 60~, D. [~t> 
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involved in fatal accidents. There were 493 buses involved 

in non-fatal accidents, and the total accidents reported for 

the school session ~ounted ~o 850 including 42 fatalities. 
18 This is an average of four accidents a day. 

The National Safety Council reportsthe number of acci-

dents in twenty four states in 1950, but says that twerity 

four other states do not have sufficient nor adequate reports 
· 19 to permit tabulation of accidents to be made. 

The above reference shows twenty seven bus passengers 

killed and 864 injured in 1950. There were 63,399 buses 

involved in 2,105 accidents. If pupils are to travel safely 

in school buses, according to the National Safety Council, 

close attention must be given to the following:· 

l. The type of vehicle in school service. 
2. A sufficient number of standard vehicles. 
3 Trained and supervised bus drivers. 4: Safety educated pupil passengers. 
5. Standard, well publicized and continuously 

enforced legislation governing the actions 
of motorists approaching school buses stopped 
to load or discharge pupil passengers. 

The assistant engineer of safety for the Kansas State 

Highway Commission furnished the following information from 

the office files. 

l8American Association of School Administrators Safety 
Education, Eighteenth Yearboo"E, Washington, D. c., 1940 

· 19Telford, l/iarian, "School Bus Accidents Kill 27, Injure 
864," Reprint from Safety Education, National Safety Council, 
Chicago, Ill., 1950 
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Drivers of Kansas school buses had seventeen accidents 

last year. All accidents were motor vehicle-motor vehicle 
J · 

except one in which brakes failed to work. There was one 

head-on, one sideswipe and the rest were right angle accidents. 

If all pertinent facts relating to school bus transporta-

tion were collected, analyzed, interpreted and then pl~ced in 

the hands of responsible school authorities and state legisla-

tors, the authorities would have data to guide them in setting 

up a more efficient., safe, economical and comfortable transpor-

tation system. 

Some of the southern and eastern states have realized 

that careful treatment and consideration of facts relating to 

transportation of school children will pay good dividends. 

Glenn Featherston reports that North Carolina saves approxi-

mately ~~1000 on the purchase of a $3600 bus, one half the 

price of gasoline and from twenty five to forty five percent 

on other repairs and equipment by centralized purchasing. 20 

Nininger describes the Virginia program in which the 

state has re6ognized the nec~ssity for financial assistance 

and supervision in the training of drivers and est.ablishment 

of bus routes and schedules. The result of this carefully 

studied and planned program has been lq.O, 000, 000 miles of 
21 school bus transportation without a fatal accident. 

2°Featherston, Glenn, nTransportation of Pupils, a 
Growing Problem," School Life, Vol. 31:11.-6, Jan. 1949 

21Nininger, R.D., ·u140,ooo,ooo Miles of School Bus 
Transportation Without ·a FatalAccident,n School Management, 
Vol. 19:4-5, May 1950 



Brown reports the North Carolina training program 

for high school drivers who drive 4l~OO of the 5200 buses 

used in the transportation of school children. The State 

Department of Education gives the applicants for the bus 

driving jobs a rigid training program and then the drivers 

are selected by examination. The result has been the total 

absence of fatalities and an almost total elimination of 
.d t 22 acci ens. 

Neyhart cites straws in the wind which-should prove the 

need for state and national action in assembling statistics 

and acting on them. In Massachusetts bus accidents and 

allegedly drinking drivers stirred such a series of complaints 

among parents that the s·tate took action. The article lists 

the driver as the chief factor in safety. Evidence is cited 

to prove that practical training progrruns result in accident 

free operation, lowered maintenance costs, and more favorable 

public opj_nion with fevrer gr•ay hairs for school officials. 23 

The administration of the school bus transportation is 

a responsibility which has not been too definitely fixed. 

22Brovm, C .c., 11 In Good Hands, n Safety Education 
Vol. 27, 2-3, F. 1948 

23neyhard, A.E., "5,000,000 Lives in His-Hands,n 
Safety Education, Vol. 27: 4-6, ~.1ay 1948 
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This situation has probably resulted because of 

the rapid growth of transportation of school children. 
,_ 

Also, there have been many variations in ovn~ership of the 

buses. When schools take over the ovmership and operation 

of the transpo1'"'tation equipment, the responsibility for 

administ~ation and supervision is not always definitely fixed. 

Bolton malres the stat,ement that the superintendent must have 

complete authority over transportation if it is to be 

efficient. 2~· Drivers and pupils must be under the direction 

of the superintendent and responsible to him. 

The Florida State Department of Educat:ton places responsi-

bility on the State Departments of Education to provide 

measures within their respective states to promote, establish, 

and maintain highe1,, standards in pupil transportation. The 

report goes on to say: 25 

Transportation can no longer be left entirely to 
local management and control. Studies show that all 
too often local school units have been entirely too 
slow to provide adequate equipment, to take advantage 
of possible economies, and to safeguard the welfare of 
pupils. States need not only to furnish suggestions 
relating to the improvement of transportation program 
for the consideration of local school units, but also 
to establish minimum standards for the benefit of the 
pupils and the progrrun. 

State colleges and universities should be 
encouraged to carry on extensive research studies in 

21·!-:sol ton, FredePick E., Et Al, The Beginning Super-
intendent, The Macmillan Co., NewYork, 1937, p. 557 

· Z5Florida Department of Education, Pupil Tran,srrorta-
~ -for Southern ·states, Tallahassee, Florida, 19,0 . 



this field. Where practical and feasible., courses 
in the organization., administration, and operation 
of transportation should be established in teachers 
colleges and schools of education. 

The functions of the state in regard to pupil 
transportation may be defined as advisory, regulatory, 
interpretive, prescriptive, and coordinative. 

The state has both an opportunity and an obligation 
to assist local school administrative units in the 
organization for pupil transportation, in planning routes 
and schedules., and in the development of school bus pur-
chase procedures. Another important prerogative and 
function of the state is the exercise of rule making author-
ity. Prescription by the state of uniform records and 
reports, contracts, accounting procedures, plans and speci-
fications, safety measures in personnel administration, and 
in the operation and maintenance of physical equipment is 
important to an efficient transportation service. 

Responsibilities of the local ad.~inistrative unit 
may be defined as organizational, supervisory, and manage-
rial. Among the important duties of the local school 
administrative agencies carried out through executive offi-
cers are; employrnent of personnel., direction and training 
of employees., planning and preparation of bus routes and 
schedules, keeping accurate records of census, cost, and 
inventory, promotion of safey, conveience, comfort., and 
economy in transportation service, direction of operation 
and maintenance principles and procedures, and purchase of 
equipment, gasoline, oil, parts, and accessories. 

Responsibilities of the local school administrative 
unit a1~e three fold in character. One of the three nhases 
of responsibility in pupil transportation may be defined 
as business management. A second phase of responsibility 
may be considered under the head of public relationships. 
Another phase of responsibility in administration ofp.ipil 
transpo·rtation which the local school administration unit 
must accept is that of educating pupils, emplyed personnel, 
and the general public in matters of transit safey for 
school buses and school bus passengers. 

The responsibilities resting on the shoulders of any school 

superintendent are many. Years·of collegetraining are required 

for his professional preparation, yet often this official must 
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administer and supervise a bus transportation system 

about which he knows nothing nor has he had any advance 

training or pr~paration. The rather surprising thought 

about the entire situation is the fact that children's 

welfare and safety are subject to many more hazards while 

in the buses than when in a school room. Also, ohildren 

are under the supervision of ·bus drivers as muoh as two 

hours a day. This is one fourth as much time as they spend 

in the school room. Few bus· drivers are professionally 

trained, yet teachers must be certified by the state in 

order to qualify to instruct childreno Teaohers should 

not have less training but administratiYe officials and 

bus drivers responsible for efficient transportation should 

have more. If.proper action were taken by those in authority 

to give these facts publicity as suggested by the National 

Safety Council, state legi$lators and state boards of 

education would have standard praotioes to guide in the 

correction of defioienoieso 

Adequate criteria to judge a school transportation 

system are dit'fioult to determine. However, Bolton gives 

the tallowing criteria whieh should prove helpful to 

judge the efficiency of any sohool bus transportation 
26 system •... 

26 
Bolton, .2..E.• cit., p. 557 
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1. Routes should always be established with the 
idea of the acconnnodation, comfort, and safety 
of the pupils rather than expense. 

2. Only driver,s who are of the highest character, 
perfectly reliable, and thoroughly competent 
should be employed. 

3. ·Good drivers are as important as good teachers. 

4. Generally teachers orhigh school pupils should 
not be employed. Exceptions may occasionally 
be made for reasons of economy. 5. District ownership of buses and employment of 
drivers have been found preferable to contract 
service. 

6. Districts should generally own and operate their 
own garages and purchase supplies at wholesale 
rates. 

7. Each child should be given the shortest haul 
possible. 

8. Children living farthest from school should be 
picked up first. The unloading should be in 
reverse order. 

9. Conveyances should be kept at the farthest out 
point over-night whenever routes permit. 

10. The superintendent should have full authority 
to arrange routes, control trips, suspend 
drivers or pupils or to give emergency orders 
to protect the safety of the ·pupils. 

llo The superintendent should always cooperate 
with the board of education in establishing 
routes and policies. These should be authoriz·ed 
by regular action of the board. 

12. The advice and cooperation of the county 
superintendent should always be sought in 
all matters of general policy and legal points 
involved. 

13. In a system with a large nmnber of vehicles 
the district should employ a competent, full time 
mechanic. 14-• In districts operating only a few buses, if 
possible, one of the drivers should be a competent 
mechanic and should operate the garage. 15. The district should own a connnodious garage 
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16. The district should mm and operate completely 
equipped repair shop, gasoline pumps, and oil 
pumps. · 

17. Gasoline, ,oill., tires, replacement parts should 
be purchased in quantity §,nd at wholesale prices. 

18. All buses in a given district should be of the 
s~e make to facilitate economy in repair work. 19. The auto-mechanic should be a specialists in the 
particular make of machine ovmed by the district. 

The ownership of school buses has been an issue which 
has received much study and discussion in the past. The 

two major plans are private ownership of buses was the lead-

ing method of transportation of school children. By this 

method, a school district would enter into a contract with a 
private individual to furnish transportation for the children. 

The other major plan requires the school district to 

raise money and purchase the equipment. The maintenance of 
this equipment, employment of personnel, and general adminis-

tration and supervision then becomes the responsibility of 

the school. 

Reeder has studied the question extensively and offers 

arguments for both plans. 27 The arguments for the contract 
plan are: 

1. The system of contract relieves the district from 
large capital outlays necessary to the inauguration 
of a transportation ·system and to its upkeep. 

2~ The contractor takes better care of his equipment 
than does the school district. 

27 d ~t ·10 Ree er, .2.E.• £_ • ., chapt. 



3. There are no argun1ents under this system as to 
where the buses are after school hours nor as 
to what use is made of themt.off schedule. 
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4. No unnecessa1.,y mileage is paid for. 5. The distric'·t lmows exactly what its transportation 
is to cost under this ·system. Budgeting is 
facilitated. 

6~ Responsibilities incident to inspection, repair 
and maintenance can be shifted from the super-
intendent to the contractor. 

7. Liability for personal an_d property damage in -
case of accident can be handled better under this 
system. 

8. La1.,ge depreciation costs incident to -- long sunnner 
vacation under the district owned plan can be 
avoid~d by the contract plan. 

9. The interested and experienced contractor will 
enforce rules and regulations upon his drivers with 
more care than will a public corporation, the 
school district. 

10. Large numbers of districts use the contract system 
and seem ·to find it satisfactory. , 

Arguments for school ·ownership are: 

1. The school system has no object in making money 
for its transportation system, and for that reason 
school ownership generally means better and more 
comfo1'11table buses,. · 

2. Ovm.ership permits better supervision and control 
of the system. 

3. With reasonable equal competence in management 
transportation is generally cheaper under the 
school control. 4. School owned buses are generally kept in better 
repair since they can be regularly and 1.llliformly 
inspected and maintained, often in the auto shops 
owned by the district. · 5. Drivers can usually be secu1..,ed at lower cost under 
the district ownership. _These drivers are commonly 
of high grade, including teachers in some cases. 6. There is a tendency throughout the country to 
change from private to public ovmership. 
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7. The method of competitive bidding does not insure 
either the best drivers or the best equipment. 

8. Buses belonging ·to the school district can be used 
for all school purposes such as athletic trips, 
field trips, programs, excursions, and etc., 
schedules under such arrangements can be made to 
serve the pupils needs better. 

9. Experience of school systems in contracting other 
auxiliary services like janitorial services has 
not always been satisfactory, or economical. 

10. Under the contract system the district does not 
e.scap_~ the capital outlay costs incident to the 
purchase of buses and equipment; they are charged 
in by one method or another. The escape of the 
district from depreciation and overhead costs in 
the contract system is more apparent than real. 

11. The school district should not permit the super-
intendent to escape his legitimate opportunity to as-
sume full responsibility for training himself and · 
his staff to administer the transportation system 
\"Tith competence equal to that with which he now 
administers older and well established functions like 
janitorial and maintenance services, attendance and 
supervision. 

12.School o\vnership retains the opportunity for close 
and adequate supervision of the transportation 
service at all time and thus insures adequate 
attention to the vital factors of adequacy, comfort, 
convenience, flexibility,· and safety in the 
transportation system. 

Reeder surveyed studies of costs of operation for both 

plans in Alabama, Arkansas, California, New York, North 

Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texa.s, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, 

Michigan, and South Carolina. With very exceptions, the 

studies showed school owned bused to be more efficient and 

economical than contracted buses. 



The trend in the United States is toward public 

ovm.ership according to Featherston, who reported 

110,000 publicly ovmed buses today compared to 92,000 

before the last war. Approximately one-third of the 

school buses were publicly owned before the war as 

compared with three fourths which are publicly owned 
28 today. 
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Featherston makes a statement in his pamphlet on 

bus maintenance that there was very little objective 

evidence related to specific plans for school bus 

maintenance and storage. Buses housed in the country 

at the end of the line seldom are in garages that are 

heated. Some schools have completely given up the more 

economical plan of keeping buses in the country but 

bring them back to the central garage each evening. 29 
There are districts which operate the bus systems 

on a large unit plan and a central garage is built. 

Then the buses are assigned to various schools over the 

unit and kept in auxiliary garages or sit out at the 

school which they serve. If trouble develops the chief 

mechanic is called to the school which is having bus 

· 28Featherston, E.G., "Recent Developments in Pupil 
Transportation," American School and University, 1951-
1952, 368-70 -- -

29Featherston, E. G., School Bus Maintenance., u·. s. 
Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, Bulletin 
19L~8., No. 2, Washington, D. C., p. 38 · 
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trouble and does the repair work or service there. If 

the trouble is serious the bus can be taken to the central 

garage. When the t 'ransportation system gets this large and 

centralized the storage, repair, and maintenance of the 

buses assume an efficiency seldom found in smaller schools. 

Kansas does not have any plan. now whereby several schools 

combine or a county assumes· res·ponsibili ty for the over all 

transportation of the children. Each school is an entity 

and operates .its own transportation. 
I 

Featherston studied personnel, garage facilities and 

.. garage equipment. Practices varied widely, and there seemed 

to be an almost complete lack of pattern on size type, loca-

tion, and equipment of' the school bus garage. The pamphlet 

gives the specifications and principles to guide school 

officials who are planning to build or purchase a garage for 

bus housing.30 

The service, repair and maintenance of the buses should 

be considered or planned at the same time that a garage is 

built or purchased. The general over-all plan should be 

formulated and written. If the criterj_a for an efficient 

transportation system given by Bolton are to be f'ollowed, a 

capable mechanic will be employed, the school will ovm an 

30 Ibid., P• 9 



adequate garage and the service, repair and maintenanc~ of 

the buses will be done by the school mechanic.31 

Commercial transportation companies cannot afford 

breakdoims of vehicles on the road, therefore they give their 
I vehicles thorough checks at close intervals in an effort to 

hold breakdowns to a minimum. By this plan a defect can be 

found, repaired and trouble avoided. The success of these 

preventive maintenance programs is c~early evident in the 

field of commercial bus, railway, and aviation industries. 

The schools should study these programs and apply the same 

techniques where possible. 

Various methods are used to keep the school buses in 

good repair. Where only a few buses are operated, a rather 

conunon custom is to have service, repair and maintenance 

cared for by private service stations and garageso As was 

stated, this is a very expensive method and many schools save 

up to fifty percent by using centralized purchasing and doing 

their own mechanical work.32 

The United States Office -of Education reconnnends that a 

school which operates three to ten buses employ a full time 

mechanic • 

.31Bolton, ;?_E• ~-, p. 557. 
32Featherston, .£E.• cit., (School Lire) 
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Some schools have tried to employ a mechanic who would work 

part time on buses and spend the other part of the time 
33 working for himself'~ This plan has not worlrnd tctrwell. 

Where the driver mechanic plan is used, some schools 

require the mechanic to do all the reapir work., but plan 

that most of it can be done in the surnm.er vacation period. 

In case of emergency, the work may be taken to a private 

garage. Other schools find it impossible to secure the type 

mechanic required, therefore employ a reliable man to super-

vise the se1~vice end maintenance of the buses, but have the 

repair v;ork done at private garages. This work is done during 

the summer as f'ar as possible. When emergencies occur., ·trans-

portation service is disrupted until repairs can be made. 

Extra or spare engines are kept by some schools as a guarantee 

against long periods of disuse of' equipment. Extra or spare 

units work nicely when emer,gencies occur., but this practice 

makes operation expensive and proper administration of repairs 

and maintenance should make spare buses unnecessary, especially 

in small systems. 

The repl~cement of buses is another field in which there 

seems to be lack of objective study. 

33united States Off'ice of Education, oP., £ll., Bulletin 
191~8 ,. 1'T O • 2, p • 40 ....t.-
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Hutchins3L~ and Noble35 agree that old buses are more expensive 

to operate than new buses. The median age of 641tl1- buses was 

5.21 years. However' both writers agree that age is a difficult 

and unsatisfactory criterion on which to judge the efficiency 

of a bus. Buses operate over such a variety of different 

circumstances that one may be in better shape after ten years 

of use then another would be after three. Operation on paved 

roads with careful service and maintenance combined with low 

mileage compared with operation over frozen, muddy dirt roads, 

poor service and maintenance and high mileage would make a 

difference in the number of years a bus would last and the time 

for replacement. 

Some States purchase buses centrally and furnish them· 

to the schools. Kansas schools must finance and purchase buses 

locally. Too often there is no plan of purchase other than the 

·whim of circumstance. 

Butterworth ·sums the matter of bus replacement:36 

The determining factors are so varied as to prohibit 
any general statement regarding life of the chassis and 
bodies other than that in most instances buses are 
replaced in from five to eight years. In sununary, it is 
advisable to develop a reserve fund or to establish a 

34Hutchins, C. D., The Distribution of State Funds for 
Pupil Transportation, (Unpublished Doctor's dissertation75nio 
State University, 1948) · 

35Noble, M. c. s., Public School Bus Transportation in 
North Carolina, State Dept. of Public Instruction, Raleigh, 
North-Carolina, 1930-31 

36Bu t terwort;h, op. c_i t., p. 28 
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practice of annual fleet replacement on a pay-as-you-
go plan. In any event, avoid extending indebtedness 
for vehicles for a period as long as their expected 
years of serv~ce. · 

The important thing, in addition to the above, is for 

a·school district to have an established written policy for 

the replacement of buses when they become too old to be safe, 

and at the same time it might avoid the purchase of new 

equipment for various unwise reasons when there might be years 

of good service in th~ vehicles. 

In a service which involves the lives, health and safety 

of so many children, the operation §nd maintenance of so much 

capital equipment, and the expenditure of so many millions of 

dollars, it is important that a complete and adequate system 

of records be install.ed and maintained by each administrative 

unit. Reeder offers reasons for and purpos·es for keeping 

adequate records on pupil transportation.37 

Every school system which would administer efficiently 
its transportation service must systematically collect, 
organize, file and use information which will show the 
efficiency of every transportation employee, every bus, and 
every procedure. The test of an efficient system combines 
simplicity with adequacy. 

37Reeder, op. cit., chapter 10. 
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The crying needs for school financial accounting 
today are, first a modern system of records, and 
second, a better qualified clerk to keep the records. 

An adequate accounting system for transportation 
is one which assists in realizing the purposes of 
such accounting. Those purposes are:, to assist in 
formulating transportation policies, to help in 
determining the efficiency-of the transportation 
personnel, equipment, materials and procedures. 
In other words to help to measure results, and to 
guarantee the fidelity of individuals who have 
been intrusted with the custody of public property, 
or funds. Only the third of the purposes has been 
given more than passing attention in 1nost school 
systems. 

Much of the critic_ism of transportation accounting 
systems in use_ t,oday is directed at· the lack of 
standardiz?-tion .• 

Reeder 1 s criticism of record keeping by school 

officials on their transportation system and lack of 

standardization is shocking. Such failure to give 

account of a public responsibility is almost unbelievable 

until one tries to find statistics on the subject. Then 

the number of buses a school operates is fotmd to be an 

approximation. Such lackadaisical accounting should be 

corrected and the responsibility seems to fall on the 

, shoulders of the state department of education. Only 

central authority can inaugurate and maintain adequate· 

standardization of accounting. The United States Office 

of Education has recommended a system of records and reports 

of sufficient uniformity to yield data on which valid com-

parisons c~n be based. 



The National Conference on pupil transportation held 

at Jackson1 s Mill, West Virginia in October, 1948 
approved the system and any state which desires to 

standardize its reports may secure the help from the 

Uni te·d States Of~ice of Education.38 
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Reeder gives the forms considered necessary for 

adequate information. They are the bus driverts monthly 
report, the monthly summary of operations and repairs, 

the annual sunnnary of bus operations and repairs, 

the permanent chassis and body ~ecord, the garage 

invoice, and_ the special trip of school bus report.39 

If desired, a record can be kept for tires and 
batteries. However some authorities believe that these 
are not necessary. 

The information considered necessary which these 

reports should obtain is listed by the Florida Department 

of Education in their pamphlet on pupil transportation. 

While forms should be standardized, the information is 

. really the important thing desired even if the state secures 

the information on various forms. The information desired 
is as follows: l~o 

8 ' 3 Featherston, E. Glem~, "Records and Reports for 
Pupil Transportation," School Life, 32:76, F. 1950 

' -
39Reeder, .2.E• _ill., p. 181 

4°Florida State Dept. Educ., .£I?.• cit., p. 30 



. Personnel 
A. Pupils 

l. The optimU111 number of pupils to be 
:transported on a given bus route. 

2. Average daily transportation load as 
shown by the bus driver's daily report. 

3. In lieu of transportation ·pupils 
Pupils for which special transportation 
or reimbursement is made for room and 
board. Reports to be made to local 
authorities daily or at stated periods 
by special arrangement. _ 4. Irregular students. Students who have 
no legal status for being transported, 
but are to be shown onthe records as 
such 

B. Drivers 
l. Regular-a person responsible for the 

operation of a school bus throughout 
the school term. 

2. Substitute-a person employed to 
operat,e a bus in the absence of the 
regular d1~iver. 

3. Contract- a person employed to trans-
port pupils, furnish_all or a part 
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of a transporting unit, and is responsible 
for its maintenance and operation. c. Mechanics and helpers-persons employed in 

school ovmed garages and shops. A, helper 
who is also a driver should also be accounted 
tor as a driver. -

D. Administrators and assistants-persons charged 
with the supervision and transportation. 

Expenditures and Disbursements 
A. Salaries _ -

1. Administrators and assistants. Allocate 
salary on basis of item spent in trans-
portation service daily. 

2. Drivers-if a mechanic helper is used 
as a driver, his salary should be 
allocated. 

3.Mechanics and helpers-see drivers' salaries. 
B. Operation of buses-expenditures and 

quantity used of fuel, oil, grease, lube, 
anti-freeze,:- brake fluid, and shock- · 
absorber fluid are to be reported separ~tely. 



C • Repair and P_arts Replacement 
l. Chassis· 

a. Tires and tubes. 
b. Cha.ins. 
c. Battery. 
d~ Other parts including accessories. 

2. Body 
a. Parts and accessories. 

D. Garages and shops 
l. Operation 

a. Supplies; materials used in the 
process of operation. 

b. Heat, light., water, and power. 
c. Hand tools and minor devices. 

2. Maintenance 
a. Buildlng. 
b. Equipment. 
c. Tools. 

E. Fixed charges 
l. Insurance 

a. Property-on buildings, buses and 
. equipment. 

b. Liability-on students and employees. 
c. Compensation. 

2. Rent and storage. 
3. Taxes. 

F. Capital outlay 
1. Vehicles-if a deferred plan of purchase 

is used, account only for .funds expended 
during the fiscal year. 

2. Buildings 
a. Garages. 
b. Shelters.· 
c. Loading docks • . 

3. Equipment and tools used in repair 
shops and garages. 

G. Debt service 
l. Interest on bonds, notes and warrants. 

H. Depreciation 
l. Buses. 
2. Buildings. 
3. Equipment and tools. 

Auxiliary data 
A. Number of buses used 
B. Number of other vehicles 
C. Number of bus routes 
D. Length of bus routes 

l. From starting point ot' bus to terminal 
school. 

2. From point of first pick-up to terminal 
school. 
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E. Distance pupil walks to bus. 
F. Distance pupil rides. 
G. Number of schools served, each bus. 
H. Number bus .,stops, ea.ch bus. 
IoTypes of roads. 

l. Hard surface 
2. Improved 
3. Unimproved 

J. Bus trips in miles. 
1. Regular-the transporting of pupils to 

and from school 
2. Other-the transporting of pupils on 

projects in conjunction with school 
work or trips to relieve other buses 
in cases of emergency. 

3. Special-the transporting of patrons 
or students on trips not of a strictly 
educational nature. 

K. Pupil shelters. 
L. Inventories. 

_ l. Bus 
2. Shop . 

M. Inspection. 
l. Iionthly 
2. Annually 

N. Ownership of buses. 
l. Public-complete unit purchased from 

· public·· funds 
2. Joint-body owned by school, chassis 

by an individual or vice versa 
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3. Private-complete unit ovmed by individual 

Contract 
A. Bus hire~ transporting unit is property of 

individual who is responsible for its 
maintenance and operation. 

B. Public carriers. c. In lieu of transportation-transportation of 
small. number of pupils in private vehicles 
or compensation. :_• in lieu of· transportation. 

D. Insurance-when pa:id, from public funds. 
E.· Auxiliary data-as ·-listed above under 

Section 111. 
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The administration of bus routes does not appear 

to be a complicated duty. Children that live in the 

country are spotted on a map, and the buses are then sent 
after them. However, there are many elements to be 
considered to provide economical, safe,- comfortable 

transportation for . the children. 

Among the many factors to be considered, some of 

more important are pointed out by Lambert:-41 

1. The school organization factor. 
2. The limits fixed for a reasonable maximum walking 

distance for pupils of various ages and grades. 
3. The nurnbe1., . of pupils in towns, v.illages, or 

county who live beyond the accepted maximum 
walking distances. 4. The time factor as it operates with respect to 
the actual number of minutes expended in travel 
and the earliest hour in the morning at which 
pupils who are picked up on the first delivery 
can be expected to leave their dwellings. 5. The amounts, quality, and configuration of' the 
roads and highways in the region considered. 6. The various capacities of the vehicles that can 
be used. 

7 The mean and maximum running speed af\:,the vehicles. 
8. The pattern in which dwellings are scattered over 

the land surface. 
9. The natural barriers and civil boundaries that 

are often changed inadequately and independently 
of educational considerations. 

An important question to be determined is the matter 

of who has the responsibilitr for establishing the routes 
over which the buses operate. 

41Lambert, Asael c., Scho.52.l: Transportation, Stanford 
University Press., Stanford Universi_~y Calif., 1938 
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At the present time the responsibility rests with the local 
districts in Kansas. Some states exercise supervision over 
routes and schedules. As state aid for transportation 
increases, centralized supervision becomes more necessary to 
insure and secure maximum economy. Supervision without 
control is a desired practice and one which is reconnnended 
by most vn~iters. Hixon, in his recormnended code, provides 
for state supervision of routes and ~chedules by the state 
superintendent of public instruction.42 Taylor recommends 
a state conun:issioner of transportation in the state 
educational department. q3 Tate, in his Nev~: Mexico study, 

reports that transportation vra.s haphazard when controlled 
by lo~al boards. In 1937 the legislature created a state 
director of transportation with extensive powers. Since 
then pupil transportation has made rap5.d strides until New 
Mexico now ranks favorable in the nati_on. · The state 

director is delegated authority to regulate bus routes, 
drivers, bus standards, budgets for transportation., purchases 
and driver training progrruns.~'4 

42Hixon, Lawrence _B., A Proposed Code. of State School 
Laws for the·TransEortation-o'f' Pupils,st:" Lawrence Uni., 
Canton~H. Y., 1947., p. 12 -

43Taylor, Burtis E • ., Ji Proposed Pupil Transportation 
Program for the State of Colorado, (Unpublished Doctor's 
dissertation, U~i. o~ Denver, Denver, Colo. 1951) 

~ate, on. cit. --
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The superintendent of schools should be responsible 

to recommend to the local board of ed~cation such policies., 

rules and regulations, plans andprocedures as he shall 

deem desirable or necessary for the provision of satisfactory 

transportation facilities in the vnit and as executive officer 

of the board, to administer the transportation progra.ni and 

to make sure that all policies and actions approved by the 

board are properly executed. Often school boards fail to grant 

the superintendent authority and then, even if' and wh~n granted, 

rail to hold the executive officer responsible for faithful 

execution of the adopted policies. Such a policy can only 

result in inefficient supervision and transportation. This is 

especially true in Kansas since the state department of public 

instruction does not exercise supervision over transportation 

of school children. State supervision in Kansas is adminis-

tered by the State Highway Cormnission of Kansas which has been 

authorized by law to establish laws and regulations governing 

school pupil transportation in the state.q_.5 

After the map of the district is made, the following 
. 46 suggestions for laying out the routes are made by Reeder: 

45Kansas State Highway Conunissi.on of Kansas, The Laws 
Regulations Governin5 School Pupil Transportatioi:lin:--

Kansas, State Highway Connnission:, Topeka, Kansas, 1951 -
, . 

46Reeder, .£E• cit., p. 17 
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1. Outline the boundaries of the school district on 
the map. Loeate the school on the map. 

2. Draw i.;i streams, railroads, and similar barrierso 
3. Draw in to scale the roads in ;the district, 

,·.designating the condition· by appropriate color 
' Or lineso 

4o .Mark bridges, fords, grade crossings, and other 
hazards with appropriate symbols. 

5. Locate the home of each family with appropriate 
symbols. Show where homes have children to be 
transpo_rted, and number of children. 

60 Total the number of pupils to be transported. 
7. Lay out routes on the trial map. Avoid retraces 

where ever possible. 
8. Total the number of :•pupils on each route. This 

total will show the capacities ot the buses 
needed. Compare it with the capacities of the 
buses on hand. It ne'oessary make adjustments 
to a.void over-crowding or consider the advisability· 
ot getting buses ot . larger oapaci ty. Al though 
it is not ideal, an unused seat is more to be 
condoned than standing or sitting on laps. 

9. Check each route, adjusting it necessary to 
keep its length within the time limit permissible. 

10. Check the proposed routes oaretully by going 
over them, preferably with the driver, then · 
lay ·out the routes .. on a new map, this master 
map to be placed in the superintendent's office 
tor reference. 

11. From the master map lay out separate route 
cards tor each driver, marking the exact route 
to be followed both morning and e'fening and all 
stops in the order in which they are to be madeo 

12. Revise the routes during the year to take 
account ·ot any shift in population, changes in 
condition . of roads, bridges, etc. In other words 
keep the routes up to date. 

There are districts that use buses which cover two or 

more routes each day. The bus will , load on one route, bring 

the children to school and then load on another routeo This 

system has the advantage that it is eoonom.ioal~ 
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One bus can serve in place of two or three. However, 

the disadvantage is that the school will have to construct 

a very flexible schedule of classes, or the children 

who arrive first will have a long wait for· school to 

start. Good administration will demand that the trans-

portation system serve the children and the school to 

improve instruction. Long waits and confusing schedules 

are not considered good administration, according to 

Bolton.47 

If the. district employs drivers who live at the end 

of the routes, it is possible to conserve half the travel 

of the bus. The vehicles can be kept at the end of the 

routes in the country. The chief advantage to this 

practice will be the economy in mileage. The disadvantage 

will be securing drivers who live at the appropriate 

places, proper housing of buses, mechanical supervision 

of vehicles, and the lack of administrative control over 

the route in case of emergency such as a storm or bad 

weather, and the use of the bus for extra-curri'cular 

activity aft er ·school hours. 

There are two general types of bus routes. The circular 

47Bolton, .2.I?.• cit., p. 557 
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route starts from the school a~d loads · or unloads 

all the way around the route. vrnen the last child is 
,\.-

loaded or unloaded the bus returns to the central 

garage. On this type of route., the children who get on 

first must ride a long ~istance, sometimes several times 

the distance they live from school. The last child oritlie 

bus rides a shorter distance. This disadvantage is reduced 

in the evening as the child that was first on in the morn-

ing will be the first off in the evening. If it is desired 

by the parents and school officials., the route can be 

reversed at regular intervals, ·thus equalizing the advantages 

and disadvantages. 

The other type of bus route is the double-back or shoe-

string route. On this type route, the bus ·goes to the far 

end and loads . back., and in the evening unloads on the way . 

out from school. The child on the far end of the route is 

forced to ride all the side trips both in the morning and 

at night. If there aren't too many side trips., this type 

route is ideal., but if the side trips add up too many miles, 

the situation can become intolerable. 

M~y schools will find it necessary to use ·both type 

routes. The important factor in the practice of route making 

is to give as much service and comfort to the children being 

transported as possible. 
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After the routes are laid out, it is always well to visit 

parents on the routes to get responses to the proposed 
~\-

s c he d ul es and to explain the process of establishing 

each. Such process may be the difference between good 

and bad public· relations from the fil,,st day of school. 

School officials may meet the proble~ of transport-

ing children who live in homes which are inaccessible 

or too distant to allow the bus to malrn the trip in the 

time allowed. Feeder lines may be set to solve this 

difficulty. Instances have been lmovm whe1.,e dist1~icts 

consolidate but distances are so great tha·b feeder lines 

are necessary. In such cases the outlying districts 

or families must meet the buses on the established route. 

· This is not a convenien·t; condition but one which may be 

necessary. 

The distance that a bus can travel will be deter-

mined by the maximum time allowed for a child to ride, 

the speed at which the bus operates, and the condition 

of the roads, _also, the distance which children must 

vralk to meet the bus must be taken into consideration. 

The Kansas Highvmy Commission regulations have this 
to say about the above :L~B 

· The bus routes should be so planned that no pupil 
will be required to ride in the bus more than one 

1~8Ka.nsas Highway Commission, .££• cit., p. 6 



hour each trip, or be compelled to walk more than 
one and one half miles to board the bus. 

Where no special hazard exists the following 
speeds shall be lawful, but a..11.y speed in excess 
of said limit •-shall be prima facie evidence that 
the speed is not reasonable or p1,,,udent and that 
it is unlawful: 

School buses, at not time over 45 miles per hour. 

With maximu.in speed set by law and the time a _child 

should ride on the bus deterinined by regulation, the 
\ distance a bus travels or the length of route can be 

detennined by simple calculation, and routes established 

accordingly. The school officials must determine a 

policy to govern how f'ar children should walk to meet 

the bus. One school may have the bµses pick up all 

children at the child's dwelling while another may 

require children living off the road to walk distances 

up to two miles. Where child:een must meet the buses, 

waiting stations are required by lavr in some states to 

protect the children from the weather. 

Walking to meet the buses or redundant transportation 

by the parents to the bus stop is a cause of much dissatis-

faction to parents, according to Reeder.49 

The Florida State Department recommends that children 

and parents should not expect buses to stop at every door 

step as such procedure consumes too much time and routes 

49Reeder, .£:e• .ill•, p. 20 



are thus shortened.50 W'nere buses are used in areas which 

have long periods of wet weather, the routes will have to 
be set up or conf'in.ed to hard surfaced or improved roads. 

Children who live off these roads will of necessity have to 
meet the bus to get to school. Conditions are so varied 

·. even within one state that no hard and rast rules or regula-
. tions other than those already cited can be made. 

Western Kansas is noted for its long periods of dry 

weather and its open winters. Western Kansas also has many 

miles of graded roads anq. a minimum of hard surfaced roads. 

For buses to operate only on hard surfaced roads would deprive 
transportation to many children. Operation over all kinds of 
roads brings extreme difficulty in periods of wet weather or 

heavy snowfall. Not only do conditions become difficult, but 
at times dangerous. There are cases on record where children 
have perished in school buses stalled in snow drifts and every 
community possesses a dread of the blizzards which sweep the 

Kansas plains. Many schools dismiss on days when 1,,oads are 
muddy or are blocked ·with snow. Other districts try to get 

part of their country _children to school by ruiming to buses 
on abbreviated routes. Others have school for children who 
can get there but do not send the buses over the routes. 

50 Florida State Manual, op. cit.; p. 41+ 



There seems to be no good single solution to this problem, 

and during periods when roads are blocked by extremely heavy 

snowfall for long periods of time the difficulties increase. 

When _the state of Kansas passed the financial assistance 

measures in. 1947, the State Department became more urgent 

that each school be in session 175 days a year • .51 This was 
followed by the reconnnendation that school missed on account 

of bad weather be made up by extending the term in the spring • .52 

This extension of the term may cause a problem for boys who 

plan to do early spring farm work. However, this may be the 

price which must be paid for transportation convenience. 

Establishing a schedule is not a particularly difficult 

procedure, but maintaining that schedule often becomes exceed-

ingly trying to a school official 1 s patience. Tentative 

schedules should be carefully established by the school admin-

istrator, the bus mechanic and the driver. The bus route 

should be inspected by driving over it. After road conditions, 

. .51Kansas State Dept.·of Public Instruction., Kansas 
Secondarx School Handbook, Topeka, Kansas 1952, p. 17 

.52Throckmorton, Adel F., Monthly Bulletin, State 
Dept. of Public Instruction, Topeka, Kansas, Dec. 1951, p. 7 



number of stops, distance .to travel, and any other 

pertinent factors are considered, the final schedule 
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can be made. Reede!' suggests that a rigid time schedule 

be established to facilitate service to children that 

meet the bus. There seems to be 110 excuse for poorly 

adlninistered schedules unless emergencies arise, then the 

bus should never operate ahead of schedule, nor should 

a bus endeavor .to make up time by driving beyond the 

established· speed. The time schedule should conform 

to the program o:r the school which the bus serves. It 

should not permit the delivery of pupils at school 

before the teachers are on· duty, nor s_hould it permit 

them to remain in the evening after the teachers have 

left. Teachers should help a driver maintain the 

schedule by not keeping pupils after school. Buses 

sho~ld operate on as regular a schedule as does the 

school. Parents should ·have the schedule for reference 

and any deviation from this plan should be published 

and made lmovm to all persons interested. 53 

The personnel of the school transportation system 

was given special attention at the Jackson's Mill, 

West.Virginia National Conference on School Transporta-
tion. This conference devoted the major part of its 

- . ' . •·· .. 

time to a cons:tdera.tion of problems related to standards 



and training programs f'or school bus drivers. However, 

very little has been written or said r0ga1'3ding the school 

bus mechanic. This is a position of importance in the 

success of an efficient, economical transportation 

systffin. The position is new in the school peronnel roster 

and has not been generally recognized by writers. 

The Florida Transportation Handbook has the following 

to say about the mechanic's part in the effici~ncy of the 

organization: 54 

It is essential that some competent person be 
in charge of school bus maintenance where public 
ovmership exists. This person may be a chief 
mechanic or supervisor of transportation. 

It is essential that all employees be efficient, 
loyal, and progressive. 

The heaq mechanic n1ust be competent to determine 
what repairs or adjustments need to be made and 
to see that they are made. No one else can assume 
the responsibility. 

The combination driver mechanic who has a short 
route and works as a mechanic on minor repairs during 
school hours has proved to be an acceptable substitute 
for the full time mechanic in a number of locations. 

The Office of Education Bulletin on school bus 

maintenance list.s as an essential for efficient school 

bus operation and maintenance a driver mechanic for schools 

maintaining from three to ten buses, and a full time 

mechanic for schools, maintaining over ten buses.55 

5L~Florida State Bulletin, .212.• cit., p. 50 
55u. s. Office of Education, Bulletin 1948, .p. cit., p. 40 



Kansas laws and regulations do not recognize the 

existence of this position. However, ,the position does 
exist and the reportsibility carried by the man increases 

every year. The' work and responsibility of the head 

mechanic is si..milar in importance to the work and responsi-
bility of _a principal of a school who work~ under the -super-

intendent. 

Neyhart says: 56 

The bus driver is the chief' factor in safety. 
Most old buses are as safe as -the driver provided. 
the driver does the following; · . ' 

1. Always recognize his direct responsibility 
for safety or his passengers. 

2. Drives . in. accordance vd th established laws, 
rules, and regulations •. 

3. Maintains his vehicle systematically and 
checks safety equipment methodically before 
each trip. . 4. Has a sympathetic understanding of the normal 
behavior of childr,en and lmows how. to manage 
them _ so he -can concent~a_t~ on his driving. 

Featherston reports in his u. s. Office of Educa- 5? 
tion pamphlet on the training of school bus drivers that: 

The school bus driver , is the most important single 
factor in achieving safety, economy, and efficiency 
in pupil transportation. Plans involving every other 
factor may be carefully formulated but unless a 
competent -bus driver is selected and given certain 
training, much . of this planning may come to naught. 

---------~ 56 ·: - ,· 
· Neyhart, A. E. 2.E.• cit., (Safety Education) 
57peatherston, E~ Glenn, School Bus Drivers Current 

·Practices in Selection and Training, Pamphlet 100, u. s. 
Office of Education, Washington, D. c., 1946., p. 2 
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A school bus may be constructed according to rigid 
scientific specifications which were designed by engineers 
to insure safety, but it can be wreoked by a careless 
driver and children may be. injured. or killed in the 
wrecko A carefully planned program for the maintenance 
of the bus fleet may be set up, but maximum effioienoy 
will not be achieved unless a trained driver is 
carrying his part of the responsibility for the 
program. Even the most carefully planned bus schedule 
will serve no useful purpose it the driver makes no 
attempt tm operate on this schedule. The smooth operation 
of the machinery ~et up for transporting pupils 
can be achieved only when a oaretully selected and 
well trained driver is one of the cogs in the machine. 

The school bus driver is important to the school 
in ways other than the routine phases of the program. 
which invol~es safety, economy, and efficiency in pupil 
transportation. The driver himself is a teacher by-
example. It is difficult to over estimate the extent 
of the influence of a bus driver in shaping the 
character of pupils who are in olose association 
with him for considerable periods or time each 
school day during one or more yaarso The relations 
between parents and school administrator, in-so-far 
as they relate to pupil transportation, may be made 
more pleasant by a tactful and .diplomatic bus driver. 
As a public relations agent the sohool bus dri•er may 
be as important as one of the teachers. The remarks 
made by a bus driver concerning happenings at school 
may carry more weight than publicity releases planned 
by school authoritieso 

Sinoe the school bus driver must carry many 
important responsibilities in the operation ot a 
school system, every effort should be made to see that 
he is a capable and responsible person who is aware of 
his responsibilities and qualified and trained to 
carry them. Progress toward this ideal may be made 
by establishing standards designed to weea out those 
U!l:f'it for the work by defining the qualifications, 
duties, and responsibilitie~ of school bus drivers; 
giving the training necessary to make the drivers aware 
of the desired qualifications and capable of performing 
the duties and·meeting the responsibilities; and by making 



the work sufficiently attractive to retain adult 
drivers for longer periods ·of time than most of 
them now remain in service~ Since duties and 
responsibilities may vary from state to state 
because of the plan of school administration or 
other factors, it is not possible to develop ru.1.y 
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one plan for achieving these objectives. Information 
or current practices of states with respect to the 
selection and training of school bus drivers 
will be of value to those states or school units 
which may find it desirable to set up a ·program 
for the upgrading of school bus drivers. 

Practice in selecting school bus drivers varies 

from state to state. The board of education may select 

the driver upon reconrmendation of the school superin-

tendent. This procedure according to Featherston, is 

not only based on sou.i."1.d educational administration but it 

also serves the useful purpose at the particular stage 

in the development of pupil transportation of 

bringing the program more completely under the supervision 
of the local school administrator.58 

Much has been v1ri tten concerning the selection 

·and training of school bus drivers. Featherston gives 
I 

the generally accepted standards for the selection fo1" 

school bus drivers. They are:59 

1; Minimum age o:r 21 years. 
2~ Maximurn. age determined by physical examination. 

•.· Character ref'e1...,ence from three responsible persons. 4 One or more years driving experience with. ·a 
thoriough performance test in a· school bus. 

5~ An annual physical examination. 
6. Training in first a.id to the injured. 

5Bibid~., p 3 

59Ibid • ., P• 33 



7";, .A. written, oral, and a performance test. 
8. A one year special litense. 
9. A continuing state. department school bus 

driver training program. 

Bloom offers justifiable criticism of many school 

officials because careless, often diseased, shiftless 

drivers are employed. The article cites cases of drivers 
- - - 60 who molested girls who lived near the end of the routes. 

Low salaries and poor methods of driver selection were 

blamed .for the serious danger to children from immoral 

or careless dri ve1,.,s. Bloom pointed to North Carolina 

as an example of a state which eliminated much school 

bus driver trouble by employing high school students 

who are given a rigorous training program. Featherston 

reports that North Carolina organized the first state 

wide driver training p1,.,ogram in 1937, and since that time 

the movement has gro~m grad~ally until states over the 

nation reported that 15,000 to 17,000 or close to 20 

per cent of the drivers received some kind of driver 

training during the 1.-var years. One state_ reported a drop 

of more than 30 percent in insurance costs over a five 

year period as a result of the training program and the 

diminished accident ·rateo According to Featherstonts 

study, all the state transportation supervisors in 

-states which had had experience in the operation of 

6oFeatherston, op~_· cit., p. 19 



. training programs were so strongly convinced .of the 

need for them that they plan to continue the work. The 
,. 

opinions ,vere based primari'ly on reports by local 

superintendents that the training had improved morale 

of both drivers and pupils, dec1,,eased disciplinary 

problems and increased efficiency of service.61 

Most authorities recommend that only adults who 

are twenty-one yea.rs of age o·r ove1., be "used to drive 

school buses. However Bloom 1.,eports that North Carolina 

has 1.1sed high school students since 1933, and that today 

85 per cent of their buses ari driven by students.62 

Brovm reports that North Carolina had L:J+,000 teen-agers 

driving school buses with a rec'?rcl of no fatalities in 

19L~7 and a minimum of accidents. 63 Helms conunents highly 

on North Carolina's student training p1"'ogram. 6L1. He says 

that the classroom proceduxle for the school bus driver 

is based on an outline in a handbook for school bus 

drivers p1.,ep ared by the North Carolina depa11 tment of 

motor vehicles and the North Carolina School Comn1ission. 

The four gene1-ial topics dealt vli th in this t1,,,aining 

program are: 

l. Physical and mental qualification of school 
bus drivers. 

61Featherst~n, ~. cit., p. 19 
62Bloom, op. cit. ,. p. 120 

63Brown, c. c., "In Good Hands," ·Safet::z Education, 27:2-3 
F. 19L18 

6L~Helms, z. E., "state Ovmed School Buses, n Safety 
~ducation., (Reprint) National Safety Cou.i."1.cil, Chicago, Ill. 19i~6 



2. Personal qualifications and attitude; ·their 
relation to safe school bus operation. 

3 !v1oto1'l vehicle laws of North Carolina. 
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4~ Driver responsibility; handling of pu~il loads. 5. Safe drivin~ habits. 

The safety division of the depa1.,tment of motor 

vehicles in m:·>1,,th Carolina maintains a staff of ten 

safety specialists, each of ·whom is assigned a territory 

or a section of the state. This safety representative 

works in close cooperation with the county superintendents., 
high school principals, and school bus mechanics. Near 

the end of the school year contacts a1.,e made with all 

principals in the district. Through these contacts., dates 

for school bus driving instruction are made. All eligible 

students desiring to take instruction assemble on the 

date arranged. At least five hours of class1-ioom instruction 

follow. Every phase of school bus driving is stressed., 
according to the report by Helms. 

The National Conference on School Transportation 

which was held at Jacksont s Mill, West Virginia, in 

. 19L~B, issued a pamphlet containing reco:nunenda tions 

for standards and training :programs for school bus 

drivers. In this pamphlet the sta.n.dar1ds for school bus 

drivers a1,,e set forth·. These standards for school bus 

drive1,,s a1,,e very similar to those which Feather~ston lists in 

the office of education. pamphlet and which were referred to 

above. The . t·raining program proposed by the Conference should 
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serve to guide any school or state official who 
contemplates establishing a school bus driver training 
program. 65 . The first step to be talrnn. in the formulation 
of a training program, according to the recommendations 
of this conference, is to develop an awareness of the 
need for the program. The state department should lead 
in this movement, and should make the plans, secure 
publicity, and try to arouse in the public an awareness 
of the need for such a p1,,ogra111. Many school boards and 
administ1,,ators will have to be aroused to the need also. 
The police organizations, the moto1.., vehicle department, 
and the state highway department should assist with the 
prograrn. It is suggested that the program be financed 
by the state department, assisted by local schools. 
Areas to be served should, if possible, be the same 

as the unit of adlninistration and supervision of the 
schools for vthich the training program is conducted •. 
Ten to twenty drive1'ls is the max.imum number that can be 
instructed at one time-.66 

The length of the program varies from a few hours 
to the full school tei")m, and will depend on the condi-
tions within the state. Pretesting the candidates will 

bbibic!•, -p. 12 
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help determine the a..~ow~t of training needed and the 

progran1 can be set up accordingly. Inexperienced drivers 

should be encouraged to complete the entire course. 

The ultimate objective of the state department of 

education and local boards should be to require all 

drivers to attend such basic and refresher training 

programs as may be prescribed. School boards should 

specify when employing the drivers concerning attendance 

at the training programs. Otherv1ise attendance will be 

voluntary. 

Qualified instructo1.,s should be · secured within the 

state. State departments of education, health, motor 

vehicle, highways, police, · and colleges and universities, 
should be the sources for the instructors. The instruc-

tional program which is suggested by the pamphlet on 

standards and training prograras for school bus drivers 

is as follows: 67 

1. The instructional program should be developed 
from a careful job analysis of the essential 
duties and activities involved in school bus 
driving. 

2. Instructional content should be planned to meet 
the needs for . individual drivers as determined 
by diagnostic checks and from facts lmown by 
school officials. 

3. Despite the need for adequate t1'laining to equip 
all drivers fully for their jobs, a controlling 
factor in the selection and arrangement of 
instructional content is the amount or time 
drivers are available to receive training. ___ " _______ _ 

67~., p. 18 
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Under given conditions, therefore, an adjustment 
or compromise between the practical and the ideal 
must be niade i _n order to arrive at the instruct-
ional content to be used~ 

4. If time is'·· limited, the ___ beginning program in 
a state should be restricted to a few well-

.selected topics that will meet the most press-
ing instructional needs of the majority of 
drivers. · 

5. The introductory session ~n every training 
program should be devoted at least in part to- d 
developing among dri v·ers an awareness of their 
personal need -for training. · 

6. The program should be expanded as rapidly as 
recogniton of the need for additional train-
ing can be developed among school administrators 
and drivers, and as rapidly as adequate facilit-
ies and qualified staff can be made available. 
As it expands, the program should include more 

. ·topics of instructional nature and deal with each 
topic in greater detail. 

7. Instructional topics in a training program should 
be selected in the order of need as previously 
determined by job analysis of school bus drivers, 
diagnostic checks of drivers, and from facts 
known by school officials, and in accordance with 
limitations on time available for drivers to 
receive training. Since no two training programs 
will be identical, it is possible here only to 
list general topics ot instruction in such order 
as will suggest an applicable pattern. 

a. Understanding and appreciating the need for 
training. 

b.. State traffic laws and other rules and 
regulations of controlling governmental 
agencies governing the operation of school 
buses including drivers conduct following 
an accident; application of first aid; and 
legal liabilities in case of negligence. 

c. Personal qualifications necessary for driving 
a school bus including physical,mental, 
and emotional chars oteris tics; main tenanoe 
of general heal th; and knowledge, habits 
and attitudes. 

d. Personal relationships and responsibilities 
of the school bus driver including those 
to school officials, to pupils, to parents, 
and to other drivers and mechanics; contract-
ual obligations; financial liabilities; and 
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duties with respect to records and reports. 
e. Operational procedures based on state and 

local board of education rulings including 
loa4ing anq unloading operations; pupil 
management and discipline; and problems of 
routes a.nd·'' schedules • 
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. f. Good driving practices and skills on the 
open road; in limited areas such as at 
school or garage; in traffic and under 
adverse road and weather conditions. 

g. ·Preventive maintenance of the bus including 
economical driving practices; daily inspection 
and cleaning of bus; submitting bus to 
garage and to official inspection station; 
and extent· of dri vert s responsibility for 
diagnosis and follow.up in case of trouble 
or breakdown. 

h. Training in administration of first aid. It 
is reconnnended that all school bus drivers 
qualify for a first aid certificate. 

The State of Kansas has begun a_ training program 

under supervision of the Traffic Department of the 

State Highway Commission. In 19L~9, a two-day clinic 

was held in Topeka with an attendarice of sixty-six 

drivers and bus mechanics. In 19.50, the two day clinic 

was held in Wichita with an . attendance of one-hundred 

and sixty. In 1951, the clinic was held for one day at 

each of' three different cities and the attendance rose 

to eight hundred. 

According to a letter from the Kansas State Traffic 

Department, the topics which have ·been covered in these 

clinics are; 

1. The laws a:tid regulati·ons as they r~late to the 
school _bus. 



2. Personal relationships and responsibilities of 
the school bus driver to the· student. 

) •• : School bus drivers license. 
4 School bus "inspection. 
5~ First Aid. . 
6~ S~hool bus patrol. 
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7. Driver's knowledge test which covers the material 
given during the day. 

In the Kansas State Highway Connnission pamphlet 

which contains·the laws and regulations governing school 

pupil transportation, driver meetings are recommended 

every two weeks to discuss hazards and to study safe 

driving tecl:miques. Driver qualifications, instruction 

to officials, pupils and drivers and school bus standards 

are well presented and covered. 68 

Pupil transportation cannot be judged satisfactory, 

acco1-ading to the criteria, until the State Department 

of Public Instruction is given power and responsibility 

by the State Legislature to supervise the local school 

transportation systems. 

The question of transportation of private school 

children has proved somewhat vexing to school officials 

where districts have parochial schools. For the present 

the question has been settled for school officials by 

the five to four Supreme Court decision which upheld 

a New Jersey statute authorizing school districts to 



transport to public and private,schools~69 There was 

a strong minority report, however, according to 

Rosenfield. 70 

Kansas law entitles private school children to 

transportation to and from school provided they meet the 

bus on the regularly established route. 71 School 

officials often find it very difficult to carry out the 

provisions of this act. Parents of the private school 

children pay taxes for Public Schools and cases have been 

lmown where they sought transportation for their children 

on an equal basis with public school pl1ildren. This issue 

may be the subject of rurther court litigation. 

Insurance of publicly owned school buses is a study 

within itself. The legal aspects of insurance 

will not be considered in this study. The United 

States Office of Education has issued a pamphlet to 

guide school officials inthe consideration of this 

issue. The confused status of school bus insurance is 

pointed out with recommendations that further study be 
.. 72 made on the topic. 

69Everson v Boa.rd of Education, Tovmship of Ewing, 
Sup. Ct., 2-10-!.~7, 330 U.S-. 855, 67 S. Ct. 9t>2 

70Rosenfield, Harry N., nThe Supreme Court Decides the 
, Parochial School Bus Case," Nations Schools, Vol. 39:c~Ll-43, 
p. 47 ... •. 

71K~nsas General Statutes, 72-619, State Printer, Topeka 

. _7 2u. s. Office of Education, School Transportation 
i~sa~::-UI9~sFederal Security Agency, Pam]?hlet liio~ 101, Washington 



Joyner reco:rmnends that all states have statutory 

provisions for school transportation insurance. Each 
' state should v..o 1.,k out an insurance formula based on 

its own needs and insure according to that formula. 
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One of the basic needs for the nation is a clarification 

of school and state positions on insurance and liability 

with more uniformity conc.e1,,ning insurance regulations 

according to this study.73 

Traditional immunity of governmental agencies 

including school dist1')icts, clouds the issueo Dist1.,icts 

providing liability insurance for district ovmed 

vehicles should see to it that the insurance policy 

contains a rider or endorsement so wox1ded that the 

insurer will guarantee the protection of the ·public 

even though judgment cannot be obtained against the 

school district~ 74 
The Kansas Highway Connnission pamphlet on laws 

and regulations has this to say about liability insurance.75 

Individuals ope1,,ating their ovm school buses 
or automobiles should provide adequate liability 

73Joyner, s. c., School Automobile Liability Insurance, 
(Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, University 'of Southern 
Californ~a, Los Angeles, 1941) 

74u. s. office of Education, Pan1J:?hlet 101, .££• cit., p. 4 
75 Kansas Highway qo1mnission, op. cit., p. 6 
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and property damage insurance·. All school districts 
should seriously consider providing liability and 
property daraage insurance covering all school 
transportatiop. equipment. 

The School Transportation Pamphlet on insurance lists . 6 
four major types of school bus insurance: 7 

1. Liability; for compensation to pupils who may 
be injured in school bus accidents. 

2. Property damage; for the reimbursement or any 
· one whose car or other property ·is damaged. 

3. Fil')e, theft., storm., damage, etc.; f'o1,, specified 
losses. · · 4. Collission; for the repair of drunage to school 
buses. 

The entire picture of school bus insurance needs 

extensive study. Legal restrictions and obligations 

should be analyzed by the state departments and pub-

lished for the benefit of local school officials. 

76u. S. Office of Education, P9.l--nphlet 101, . .2£• cit., p. 2 



CHAPTER 11 

TEE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD OF PROCEDURE 

_The problem of this .study is to ascertain the school 
bus transportation. practices of a group t)f schools in a 
selected area in Western Kansas. After this has been done, 
an effo1~t will be made to compare them with criteria which 
are recognized by autho1~i ties in the field. In light of the 
evidence collected, good practices will be pointed out and 
some reco,mmendations ·will ·be made to modify those vthich are 
not in harmony with the criteria. 

The first step taken in the procedure was to list 
the adn1inistrative problems of pupil transportation which 
were deemed worthy for consideration. This list was studied, 
revised, and with the help of the Kansas University Department 
of Education personnel, made into and inquiry blank to be 
used to collect the desii~ed information. Thls blank with the 
acco;mpanying letter can be . fot.md in the appendix.. 

One hundred and tv;enty school are used in the investiga-
tion. These schools are located :i.n the western half of the 

. 
state of Kansas and comprise ·the majority of the districts 
which maintain an elementary and a high school. 

59 
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First and second class city schools and a few schools in 

the northwest corner of the state were omitted. The study_ 
was limited to the western half of the state on the assump-

tion that the practices and problems of this particular 

section might be somewhat different from the eastern half. 

Also there was a desire to compare Western Kansas practices 
with established criteria. 

The inquiry blanks were mailed to ninety one schools 

and twenty nine were visited. The twenty nine schools 

visited are located in Central and Southwest Kansas. The 
numbe1-a vras limited by the time necessary to do the visita-

tion. About ten days wer1 e required for this pa1--t of the 

study. 

Seventy one schools or 78 per cent returned the mailed 

inquiries. This made a total, with the twenty nine visited., 
of one hund1-aed schools. However, twenty eight of the replies 
and two of the visited schools said that they did not use 

pupil bus transportation. This fact limited the investiga-

tion to a total of seventy schools. The list is included in 

the appendix. Districts which operate buses are indicated 

as \Yell as the twenty nine which were visited. 

Personal visits we1.,e made to the schools to interview 

the administrator, fill out the inquiry blank, and inspect 



the equipment and housing :facilities. By interviewing the 

school official, a much better ovei-1view v1~s gained of the 

bus transportation°problems and practices. Also the 

official's opinion of the problems confronting the district 

added to the :information for the study. When possible, 

mechanics and d1.,ive1->s were interviewed regard:tng the present 

situation and possibility for improvement. Several board of 

education members were visited and three county superintend-

ents were c.ontacted to get desired information. Two visits 

were made \Vi th the State Superintendent of Public Instruction 

and one visit was made to inte1.,view the Kansas State Highway 

Engineer. 

Much of the related material was secured from the United 

States Office of Education, State Departments of.Education, 

borrowed theses, lib1.,a1.,y books and magazine articles. 

A tabulation of responses received on the returned 

inquiry 'blanks was made after visitations we1'"le completed. 

The summary of' these findings is contained in Chapter 111. 

Cl1.apter lV includes the concl1..i.sions and a fev; reconrrnendations 

or implications of· the . study. 



CHAPTEH 111 

" SOME PRACTICES IN SCHOOL BUS TRANSPORTATION 

This investigation of the practices in school bus 
transportation covers ·one hundred Western Kansas schools. 
Seventy of the schools report that buses are used to 
transport children to school and thirty report that buses 
are not used. Acco1,,ding to this info1~1ation 70 percent of 
the schools used buses and 30 percent do not. 

Date buses first used in dist1,,ict:: The grov,th of the ..--......, . ·- ............. - ---- ........ --- _ ..... ........_ 

school bus as a method of pupil transpo1,,tation is an 

interesting phase of this paper. Fifty one of the seventy 
schools in the study reported a date when bus transporta-

tion was. started. Four schools reported that buses were 

used in the district in 1917. Before this date there was 
some evidence that horse d1.,avm vehicles had been used, but 
no proof could be established that the district had operated 
the bus. Trrenty one of the fifty one schools began bus 

t1,,anspo1,,tation in the 19201 s. This was l.~1 percent. During 

the 1930 1 s, only four schools introduced the plan. Evidence 
points to the fact that the depression slowed the growth of 
pupil transportation in school buses. During the 19~L0' s, 
eighteen schools or 35 percent inaugurated pupil bus trans-
portation, and in 1950 and 1951, three schools reported the 
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beginning of the plan. The grovrth of bus service in Kansas 
has been gradual and continuing. The data show that during 
the 1920, s and 19~0, s one 01.., m.01..,e schools each year bega..'11. 

the use of buses. Of the fifty one schools, four started 

in 1917, five in 1920, five in 1922, three in 19L~6, four 

in 1947, and two in 1951. 
The g1.,owth of bus· transportation in Western Kansas 

schools comp1..,ising this study appears to be in harmony., with 

the repo1..,ts of the State Department of Education and the 

United States Office of Education. 

The Twenty-first Biennia1 Report.££ the State 

Superintend~:f?. of Public Instruction for ·1917-1918 gives 
these years as the date when pupil bus transportation 

first appeared in Kansas. 1 ·The Twenty-Jecond Biennial 
Report of the Kansas State Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion for 1919-1920 shows the transportation of children in 
school buses was receiving increased impetus and growing 

rapidly. 2 The United States Office ofi. Education statistical 
surmnary for 19L~9-1950 shows a rapid increase in bus transpo1..,-
tation over the entire nation for these two years. 3 

lKansas Twenty-fi1.,st Biennial Report, op. _ _£it.~ p. 15 
2Kansas Twonty-·second Bienn1al Report, op. cit., p. 

3United States Office of Education, .912.. cit. 
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Administratlve exp~rience .. of school officials. 
The training, experience, and.tenure of a school 
administrator are i:mpor~ant factor~ in the successful 
operation of the school. The state sets the require-
ments which one must meet to become an administrator but 
experience and tenure are left to chance factors. This 
investigation endeavors to ascertain the nuniber of years . . . 

e~:per~ence and tl~e ten~~ in the p~esen~ pos;tion of the 
school men heading the schools of this study. 

The niedian number of. y~ars .. e~:perience o~ the 
seventy .?fficials heading the schools is eleven years. 
The range is from one to thirty years. Figure 1 shows 

the years experience ~nd Figure 11 shows the tenure of 
school administrators. The median tenure is two and 
two-thirds years with a I'~"lge front one to twenty three 
years. 

Naylor found in his study of Kansas schools, a 
median experience of nine years for administrators and 
a median tenure of two and three-tenths years.4 Both 
the median experience and tenure are slightlyhigher 
in this study. A few elementary principals head bus 
systems and the use of these may explain this difference. 

4i;raylor, Kirk E., The Administrative Activi~ and 
Deterrents Operatin5 there in .~36.Kansaa:scnoof .bisrrfcts, (Unpub!ished~Doctorts Dissenam"n-;=.university .of .Kansas, 
Lawrence, Kansas, 1952) 
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The operation c;,f a school bus transportation system 

is a responsibility for which there. should be some 

·collegiate training., but as faras could be learned 

there are no courses offered in .Kansas Colleges or Universit-

ies to prepare one to do this ,vork. This lack of preparation 

along with the short tenure of school officials is evidence 

of a need ·f9_~.' improvement. 

Number .£f. buses oEerated. The number of buses operated 

_by each district is four or five vehicle~ per school. The 

range goes fr.om tv10 schools with one bus per school to one 

school with a. total of thirteen. Figure 111 shows the 

distribution of buses in the seventy schools or the study. 

There .is no evidence in Western Kansas that districts 

are combining their transportation systen;s into county ~r 

large centrally located bus centers as has been done in the 

South as reported -in the pamphlet on pupil transportation 
for Southern states.5 The .. many small., independently operated 

bus systems may explain the high cost of pupil ·transportation 

and poor pupil accounting in Western Kansas. 

Enrollment .2f. schools i nthe '"st11dy. Sixty four schools 
, .. . , ., , , , . . ,) 

report an enrollment ranging from sixty students r to tour 
hundlted. and over. 'rhe largest em-ollment rox- ·an-, school in 
the study was six hundred and twent1 six. 

' • - •• • • J . .. . ,. 

5Flor1da State Department of Education, op. _ill~ 
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The median enrollment is one hundred sixty nine students in 
twelve grades. Figure lV illustrates the distribution as 

deter.mined by the investigation. 

Number 2f children transported. _Figu.I'e V·is a 
graphic illustration of tlae data regarding tbe number of 

children transported in buses in the sixty seven schools in 
this investigation. The range covers .the number of children 
which each school transports to and from school. It .starts 
with two schools that carry from twenty to twenty nine children 
and extends upward to ,two schools that transport over two 

hundred and ten students. The largest number reported is two 

hundred sixty seven. The median number of pupils carried by 

each school is eighty five children. The median number or 
students coming to school on buses amounts to fifty p~rcent 
of the median enrollment. 

Length . .2£.-- routes. How long a!'e .bus . z,outes? To answer 
this question :f'or the schools comprising this study, the length 

of the longest, shortest and average routes_ has been found. 
State regulation suggests that a route should not be so long 

that a child will have to ride over an hour. In actual p!'a·ctice 
schools have set up routes that range in length from five to 
sixty seven miles. Only six schools or the sixty eight report-
ing have routes over fifty miles in length. The median longest 

route is thirty three and three fourths miles. 
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The shortest routes range .from five to forty miles 

in length with a median of twenty one miles. The average 

length of bus 'routes ranges from eighteen to forty miles · 

with an average median length of twenty five miles. 

Figure Vl illustrates the average of the long, short and 

average bus routes • . 

Ovmership .or buses. Bus service is .contracted for 

pupil transportation by some districts, but in Western 

Kansas district ovmership is more connnon. Seventy 

schools reported on this practice and sixty three or 

91 percent have full and complete ownership. Three 

contract all their bus service and three have public 

ownership and contract from one to five cars or small 

buses to meet the ·requirements forp.1pil transportation 

to school. 

Bolton reconnnends public ownership of buses6 ... and . 

Featherston reports that three .fourths of the school . 

b~ses are .publicly ownedtoday.7 According to this 

_ criteria., Western Ka..Tlsas schools are exceeding the nation-

al average. 

Housins bus~!!_ Where ,are buses kept at night and 

.during stUnmer vacation and .what are ·the - connnon practices?· 

Table 1 shows that 52 percent of the schools have 

. . . . , . . ' . .• - . " 

6Bolton, .2E_•· £.ll•, P• ·557 
7Featherst~n, ~• El:!a•, P• 368 
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TABLE l 

METHOD OF HOUSING BUSES IN 69 SCHOOLS 

_TYPE OF STORAGE NUMBER 

l. School o~ed garage 36 

2. ·Private business -garage ·· 5 · 

3~ Buses kept :in town but not · 
housed · 5 

~. Buses ·housed and kept , in •country 
garage 4 

5. -Part · of · buses · housed in -school · · 
garage and part kept in country 

· . . and not .housed 8 

6. Buses housed in town andin 
country 5 

7. ·Buses housed ·in private garages 
and those in country not housed 2 

8. Buses·sit out in town and country · 2 

9. Buses housed in ·private garage 
or housed in country 2 

PERCENT 

52.1 

5.8 

.11.6 . 
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their ·own garage .for the housing o.f their equipment and 
keep the entire fleet in this building. Seventy one per-
cent of the schools own a ga.x-age for .the service .and 

storage of the equipment but thirteen of the sixty nine 
schools reporting ·· do not store all their equipment in 

the central garage. 

·seven percent of the districts rent storage from 

loeal ·gal:'age owners., and 7_ percent do not ~ave any storage 
space but let the equipment sit outside. 

A small number of schools house the buses in the 

country. If possible a driver is secured who lives near 

the end of the route. If the driver's farm has suitable · 

and available storage, it is used :f'or the bus, if not, 

the district provides a · small _portable garage. \fuen 

drivers change, the building is moved to the home where 

the new driver lives. · This practice is followed by 6 
percent of the districts. 

Another connn.on plan is tl'le use of a scho;ol owned 

garage for most of the buses_ and placement ·or as many 

of the fleet as possible .at the end o.f' .the ·routes. No 

attempt is made to house those left in the country. The 

number of buses left at the end of the route depends on 

the ·, availability of drivers who live at convenient locations. 

During s111mner vacation all the fleet is stored in the school 

garage. 



This plan is used by 11 percent of the schools. 
Some districts endeavor to house the equipment in 

both town and country while others use a variety of the 
methods listed above. 

, Service, repair, and maintenance of buses. - --------
The success, ef-ficieney, and safety of the transportation 
system depend on the ca.re and upkeep of the buses. One 
of the criteria for an efficient system is the employment . 
of a driver mechanic for schools operating ten or less 
and a full time mechanic for schools operating .more than 
ten buses. 

Table 2 shows t .wenty three or approximately 32 per-
cent .of the seventy -schools report a full time driver . 
machanicwho .has .~upervisory duties over the transporta-
tion of the children. Thirty six or 51 percent of the 
district_s employ a mechanic at a local garage to do the 
service and repair work. · Five schools depend on drivers 
to do this work and six schools use a combination or 
school mechanic~ local garage mechanic or driver to do 
the service, repair and maintenance work on their fleet. 

Visitation conferences with school men found a 
growing opinion that much of the heavy mechanical work 
should be done by local garages where fact.cry trained 
mechanics are employed. 
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TABLE 2 

METHOD OF SERVICING, REPAIRING ANDMA.INTAINING EQUIP-MENT IN 70 SCHOOLS 

METHOD USED NUMBER PERCENT 

1. School mechanic 23 32.a 2. Private mechanic employed to ' . 

do the work 36 51.4 t Drivers do work 5 7.1 Combination of School mechanic 
and private mechanic · 2 2.8 5. Combination of' driver and private 
mechanic 4 5.1 

77 
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When major repair work is done during the summer vacation, 
the :f'leet should operate during the school year with a 
minimum amount of.' required service and repair. · This plan 
makes: possible the selection .of a good bus supervisor who· 
need not be a highly trained mechanic. For the salary 
paid for the position, · this method makes easier the employ-
ment ·of a suitable man. 

replacem.ent ·policy. How often do schools replace 
the buses and what plan is used'Z' Butterworth recommends a 
practice of annual fleet replacement on a pay as-you-go 
basis with no bus over five to eight years of age.8 

Of the seventy dist1~icts reporting., one school replaced 
a·ll buses .at one time, but did not say how ·often this v,as 
done. Forty eight or 68 per cent of the districts had no 
replacement plan. Bus·es were replaced when ·the board of 
education had the finances or a good bus salesnian arrived 
in town, ·according to information given by some school 
officials. 

Eighteen schools plan> to replace one . bus each year • . 
This is 25 percent of the number reporting. Two districts 
report ·a replacement of two buses each year and one· school 
replaces by rotation. 

Analysis of the data shows that the twenty six schools 
that have had buses in operation since before 1930 have a 

8Butterworth, .2l?..:. ill•, p. 28 
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better replacement policy than the entire group. There is 
a definite replacement policy in 42 percent of the districts, 
however, 58 percent or the schools that have had the longest 
experience in bus operation still have no plan for replacing 
the equipment. 

Twenty nine of the seventy schools operate five or more 
buses. Fourteen or 48 percent have a r(iJ..acement plan, while 
52 percent have no such plan. 

From the above data, it is evident that the majority 
of the schools have no plan for bus replacement and the 
general practice for the minority is to r~place one bus a 
year or by rotation. 

Records• Table 3 shovrn a survey of the • type of records 
kept and the number of schools that keep ea.ch type. The . 
number or schools that do not keep records is somewhat 
astonishing. Only fo·rty six or about 66 _percent of the schools 
keep an account of the children who ride on buses. One school 
had no information o_n how many or who rode. To ·determine the 
number, the wi.,:tter count·ed the children as they loaded in the 
evening • 

. Only 57 percent or a little over one half of the 
schools keep a record of the miles traveled by the fleet. 
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TABLE 3 . 

TYPE OF RECORDS KEPT BY 70 SCHOOLS 

Type of Record 

1. Account of children trans-
ported 

2. Record of miles traveled 
)•. Yearly cost of fuel 4 Yearly operational fleet cost 5. Yearly operational cost for 

each bus 

80 

Number 

46 4.0 
$2 
62 
26 

Percent 

65o7 
57.1 
A~:~ 
37.1 
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· The purposes for record keeping given by Reeder · 
are not being realized by the schools of this study.9 

This . investigation has found transportation aocoup.ting 
·1nadequate and inefficient. 

The operational budget requires th.at the yearly 
, I cost o.f ·.transportation be estimated and the board' a 

yearly report to the county superintendent requires 
that the cost ·be reported. But only 88½ percent report 
that they keep any record of this cost. Thirty seven 
percent endeavor to keep a record of the yearly operational 
cost of each bus. 

The records are kept in fifty or 71 percent of the 
schools by the superintendent or in schools which do 
not have a superintendent, by the principal. In :four 
districts, the mechanic is responsible for record keeping, 
in nine the board does th.is work and in seven themeehanic 
and the school o.ffic1al in charge cooperate in record 
keeping. 

Twenty eight of the seventy schools have areport .ma.de 
to the board of education .each year on pupil transportation. 
Forty two or 60 per cent make no effort to make such a report. 

The le.ck of :rixation·or responsibility .for pupil trans-
portation accounting is a definite wealme_ss as well aa the 
lack of standardized accounting. Bolton would have the 
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superintendent responsible for keeping the transportation 

records.9 

Establisbment _2f· routes. Table 4 gives the graphic 

information regarding the official that is responsible 

for establishing the bus routes. It appears that 

the largest percentage of the seventy schools have the 
school official cooperate with the board of education 

in the establishment of' routes. Thirty one percent follow 

this plan; Twenty one :percent of the ~istricts disregard 

the school official and the board of education assumes 

the responsibility. In turn about 23 percent of the 

school officials disregard the board or education in 

establishing routes. Four ·schools allow the mechanic 

complete authority to do this . work. 

A,ccordillg _to : Bolton1 s critel"ion, the superintendent 

should ~ave :f\l.11 ·authority as the agent o:r the board of -
· . .· . . . · 10 education to aI-range routes. This practice is not being 

• • ' ' ' ~··• 

i'ollowed by a majority of the seventy schools. 

Operation.£! buses~ ~routes. Operation of buses 
over more than one route is not common practice in Western 

Kansas according to evidence collected from sixty one schools 
reporting on this inquirty. 



TABLE 4 
OFFICIAL RESPONSIBIE FOR. ESTABLISHMENT OF ROUTES 

IN 70 SCHOOLS 

Official 

1. School board 
2. Superintendent o~ principal 

13 •. Bus · Mechanic 4 School board and supt. 5. Superintendent and .mechanic 
6. School board and mechanic . 7. School board, Supt. and mechanic 
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NUl'.llber 

21 . 
16 
4 22 · 
2 
l 
.4. . 

Percent 

30.0 
22.8 
5.7 

. , 31.1.t. 
2.8 

•·· ·· ,1.q. ,, 5. 7 



Fifty two schools or 74 :percent do not use their buses .for 
mor~ than one route • . The reason for ·this •practicE3 according 
t<?_-. t:g.~ opinion of the . school men who ,,ere visited, se(f)ms 
to ·.be the .fact that most of the route are dirt roads. In · 

wet weather and during the winter season few districts feel 
that a bus could efficiently cover two routes. However, nine 

\ 

schools report .that they do use some buses on two routes each 
day. 

.2f. routes. The most popular· type of bus route 
is the circle. This is used by thirty six of the seventy 
schools or 51 :percent~ • 'The wide development of the road 
system in Western Kans.as >makes this type route possible and 
practical. While roads aren•t -a1ways good, practically 

every square section has a road on all four sides. Farm 
homes can be reached from any direction., and the circle route 
has developed. 

The cut-back type route is used by 18½ percent. of the 
districts. These are applicable to territory which has one 
accessible road. Nineteen or 27 percent ofthe sc.hools use 
both type routes and two schools did not report. 

Very few schools use feeder routes. Three districts 
found that they had terr_itory at such a distance that 
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feeder lines are used. However, fifty three of the fifty 
six reporting .districts do not use feeder routes. 

children spend .2E ~• The time· children 
spend. on a bus is an item that mu~t be taken into account 
in establishing bus routes. The Kansas regulations urge 
that no child be required to ride :µiore than an hour on 
one tripo Of' the .sixty five reporting schools, thirty 
seven percent . have children that must ride ,; an hour or more. 
One school has children riding over ninety minutes. Figure 
Vll s~ows the tbne childre~ must ride ~he bus to get to 
school. Twenty schools h~ve children riding forty to. forty 
nine minutes and twenty have children riding sixty to sixty 
nine minutes.. The median time spent on the bus is fifty two 
minutes. Evidence shows the average riding time to be near 
the maximumriding time allowed by state regulation. 

··Distances children walk to board a bus~ The distance ----- ----- - - --- - -
which children are required to walk to meet the bus 
va.ries•widely in other states. Where roads are not accessible 
children are ' required to walk as much as two and one half 
miles, and in Kansas the la,, does not require a distri'ct to 
pay transportation to a parent of children living less than 
two and one half miles from school. 
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In the sixty five Western Kansas schools reporting 
on this practice, 89 percent furnish pupil transportation 
from the · child's home. Table 5 shows that about 28 
percent allow the driver to determine where children loaci. 
This practice _amounts to the same as the policy of sending 
the bus to each child's home. Sixty one and one half per-
cent of the districts have a policy that the bus must go 
to the child's home to load and unload. Only six schools 
or 9 percent require children to walk from one fourth to 
one mile to meet the bus. 

Assignment 2£. buses~ routes. The assignment of buses 
to routes is routine procedure, yet careful attention and 
adherence to establi'shed policy .may save complications later. 
There should ._ be reasons t:or the assignment of each bus to 
particular routes, and these reasons should be a matter of 
record after the .hoard of' education and superintendent have 
agreed on the plan as suggested by Bolton in his criteria 

11 for pupil transportation. 
Table 6 illustrates the practices used by sixty seven 

schools. Twenty schools or about 30 percent place the 
responsibility in the hands of the chief school officer. In 
an equal number, the board of education retains this .function. 

llBolton, ~• ill•, P• 557 



1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

TABLE 5 

DISTANCE A CHILD MUST WALK TO MEET THE BUS IN · 65 SCHOOLS 

Distance Number 

Walking distance left to drivers 
discretion 18 
Bus ·loads in child's yard 40 
Children required to walk up 
to one fourth mile 5 
Children required to walk one 
mile or ·1eas 1 
School board determi;qes policy 1 

88 

Percent · 

27.7 61.5 
7.7 
1.5 1.5 



TABLE 6 ..... 

OFFICIAL RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSIGNMENT OF BUSES TO 
ROUTES IN 67 SCHOOLS 

Official 

l. Superintendent or principal 
2. Board of education 

. 

.3 .• Mechanic 
Supt. and board of education 

5. Supt. and mechanic 
6. Board of education, Supt. and 

mechanic 

89 

Number 

20 
20 
5 

18 
1 

3 

Percent 

29.8 
29.a 
2l:i 
1.4 
q..4 
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The 1dea.l plan is practiced by about 27 percent of the 
districts. This method as suggested by Bolton, makes the 
assignment of buses a cooperative endeavor between the 
.school official and the school board. Seven percent of the 
districts allow the mechanic to .perform this duty. 

·schedule !2£· routes. Sixty eight districts report 
a bus fleet that operates on schedule. Thirty two schools 
or 47 pare.ant endeavor to maintain astrict -schedule, but 
53 percent run the routes on a flexible schedule. Muddy 
roads and winter weather make a strict schedule difficult 
to keep, but there is evidence that schools are trying to 
establish definite time schedules for : the convenience of 
the children who must ride the buses. There is room for 
much improvement if the schools are .. to maintain the strict 
time schedule suggested by Reeder for the convenience of the 
children who ride over the routes.12 

Responsibility f2!:. dailz operation .2.f. buses. Definite 
• ' ' ., • • .• . . , .,. .,. ~ . ,; ' , • 4 , • • ~ - ' •• • ·.• , 

responsibility must be fixed with someone who decides whether 
buses operate on days when roads are muddy or blizzards are 
forecast or raging. There should be no indecision relative 
to the person bearing this responsibility as the lives of the 
children may depend on this officia11 s order. 

12Reeder, ~• ill•, P• 29 



Table 7 shows that forty six or 75 percent of the 
sixty one reporting schools place this responsibility 
on the shoulders of the chief school official. The 
board of education retains this authority in about 10 

-') 

percent of the districts, and one school allows the 
drivers to decide what should be done. Bolton would 
give the school superintendent complete authority for 

• 
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the administration and supervision of all pupil trana-
portation.13 Twenty five percent of the schools are 
failing ·to meet this eriterion. 

Method E.£. making UJ;> school ~• The school 
that operates a pupil transportation system often has a 
ma.jority of its enrollment who ride to school on the 
buses. This study found that one half of the enrollment 
of the schools studied rode to school in buses. When bad 
roads or weather make bus operation impossible the officials 
must determine whether to dismiss school or conduct classes 
for a minority of the students. Either preoedure will cause 
problems but 80 percent of -Western Kansas schools do not 
conduct classes if buses do not operate. Nine schools or 
about 13 percent endeavor to meet classes if buses do not 
operate and five schools . did not indicate any plan. 

13Bolton, .21?.• .ill•• P• 557 



TABLE 7 

LOCATION OF RESPONSIBILITY. FOR BUS OPERATION IN 
61 SCHOOLS 

Responsible official 

1. Supt. or principal 
2. Board of education 
;3.. Mechanic 

Board of education and Supt. 
5. Mechanic and Supt. 
6. Drivers 

92 

Number 

46 
6 
1 
4-
3 
l 

Percent 

15 .1:J. 
9.8 
1.6 
6.5 
4.9 
1.6 
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When conditions are such that the fleet is not 
operated, 37 percent of the school systems inform the 
public by telephone, 21 percent use radio, 39 percent 
use both telephone and radio and 3 percent do not inform 
the people that buses will not operate. 

Table 8 shows methods used by various districts 
to make up school time that is missed because buses 
did not operate. The State Departl~ent of Education 
made a suggestion this year that missed time be made 
up in the spring. This suggestion has clarified the 
formerly confused practice. Several schools, 23 percent, 
still plan to make up time on Saturday, but 47 percent 
are using the state suggestion. Seven percent do not 
plan to make up time at all. 

The pamphlet on · Pupil Transporta ti<m; Southern 
States makes the suggestion that transportation can no 
longer be left. entirely to local management and control 
but the state should off.'er plans and practices for 
improvement.14- ~e tru~h of thi~ statement is .illustrated 
in the example above. 

Speeq. Table 9 tells an interesting story. The 
1951 session of the Kansas State Legislature raised 
the maximum speed limit for school buses -from thirty five 
to forty five miles per hour. Sixty percent of 



TABLE 8 

METHOD USED TO MAKE UP LOST DAYS IN 70 SCHOOLS 

Method 

1. Saturday . , 
2. Longer hours each day ,, 
;,_. Spring 
4. Saturday .and spring 
5. Time npt made up 
6. No answer 

94 

Number 

16 
4 

33 
5 
5 
7 

Percent 

22.8 
5.7 47 .1 
7.1 
7.1 

10.0. 



TABLE 9 

MAXIMUM SPEED OF BUS OPERATION IN 65 SCHOOLS 

Miles per hour 

1. ThirtY :f'ivemiles per hour 
2. Forty miles. per hour 
)•. Forty five miles per hour 4 Fifty miles per hour 

95 

Number 

Jl~ 
11 
39 

1 

Percent 

21.5 
16.8 
60.0 
1.5 



the schools use this speed as the maximum but 38 percent 

set the maximum at a lower rate. Approximately 17 per-

cent use :rorty and 21 pereentstill operate their fleet 

. ·at thirty five or less miles per hour. Twenty seven 

-percent of the schools have installed governors on the 

equipment to control excess speed, but 73 percent do not 

use them. 

Eleven percent .of the reports say that speed is a 

serious problem in the administration of transportation. 
Eight7nine percent -report that excess speed is not a 

troublesome problem. 

·The school bus mechanic. or sixty six ·schools, ---------,' • • .' " , · ·• ' i • • ,\ , I " • . • • 

forty two employ . a mechanic and .57 percent do not. The 

U • S. Office of Education lists. the bus mechanic as a 
definite factor in ·the success· of good fleet operation.JJ+ 

. . ' - - ' ,: . 

A visit to a school that has a gooq_mechanic will sub-

stantiate this fact. 

Figure Vlll illustrates the salary which districts 

pay their mechanics. The s~lary ranges from $1000 ,to 
$3600. · The median sal~ry '\ts''.$2409. Three schoo1s report 

that they pay the mechanic on an hourly basis. · 

No district reports that special training is required 

14u. s. Office of Education~ ·Bulletin 1948, .2£• ,m., 
P• 40 
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of the mechanic. Thirty two percent require no training, 
6q_ percent -endeavor to employ men that have some mechanical 

experience, and one school reports that this official mus~ 
attend the bus driver• s t ;raining school. - _Of the twenty eight 
schools rep~rting., 57 ,. percent grant the mechanic supervisox-y 
authority subject to the superintendent of school. Fourteen 
percent of the districts grant. the mechanic supervisory 
authority subject to the _ boa.rd '·or education~ One school 

. - : ,:·: ."-

grants no authority to the mechanic. 

Bus dr'ivers are employed in59 percent of the sixty-

nine _school~ reporting, by the :board of _education. In 32 
• • ; , . ' , . I ••• ••. 

percent of the cases, the superintenden-t? and board of educa-

tion cooperate in the selection of drivers.. The .superin-

tendent selected drivers in one school, the meehani~ in three, 
and the superintendent, board of education and.mechanic in 

two districts. 

· The bus driver is held responsible to the superintendent 

in 45percent of the districts, to the superintendent and 

board or education 1n 29 percent of the schools and to the 

board of' education in llf- percent. In four schools the drivers 
. are responsible _ to the mechanic and in four others to the 

superintendent and mechanic. The state regulations suggest 

that all drivers be contracted ancib.ave medical examinatio11:s. 
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However 68 percent or the districts· do not use a written 

contract for the drivers~ Sixty percent require a medical 

examination before a man is employed as·a driver, but 40 
percent disregard this important requirement. 

Table 10 shows the type of drivers which districts 

employ. Forty five schools report the emplo'Ylllent. of a 

de.finite policy as to type or driver chosen. Of this 

number, four use students, two janitors, and thirty nine 

or6S percent use adult men. All reports.show that the 

driving is satisfactory. 

Many combinations of students,· teachers, janitors, 

adult men, and adult women are being used as Table 10 shows. 

A few reports rate the drivers as average or unsatisfactory 

where a conbination is used. There is some dissatisfaction 

with teachers driving •. Intervievrn with school officials 

find administrators using teachers as drivers only in 

emergencies. Driving takes the teacher a~ay from the.school 

room inunediately before and after school and the superintend-

ents want the teachers in the rooms then. 

or the twelve schools that report the use of student 
\ 

drivers, all give a satisfactory report .on the driving but 
l 

one. This report rated the student an average driver. 



TABLE 10 

TYPE OF DRIVER: EMPLOYED BY 69 SCHOOLS 

·Type or. :briver Number sat. · Ave. Unsat. 

1. Student 4 X 
2. Janitor ·2 X 

t Adult ·:rnen 39 X 
Combination of: · 2 

student-a X 
teachers X 5.. Combination or: 6 
adult men X 
teachers X 
students ' X . 6. Combinat1onof: 12 
adult men .x 
teachers .. X 7. Combination·' of: 1 
janitor X 
student · X 8. Combination of: 2 
janitor X 
teacher X 
adult men X 

9. Combination of: 1 
adult men X 
adult women X 

100 
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Only one school uses adult women drivers. This fleet 

is operated by adult men and adult women. The women are 

rated satisfactory and the men average. 

Table 11 shows the median salary which the -school 
reports. Students are paid the lowest salaries. 1Nhere 
students are used to do all the driving., the salaries 
range as low as $25~00 a month. If students are used in 

combination vrith other type drivers, saiaries range upward. 

The median student salary of $~1.10 is evidence that 
districts ~ave ·money by employing pupil drivers • . 

, ' }."., ·-,..· ' 

It is interesting to note that median salary for 

teachers is $62.00, while .janitors get a median salary of 

When adult men other than teachers or janitors are 

employed, salaries immediately range upward.- The highest 

salary paid is $175~00 for an adult man driver. The median 

salary for the men. drivers is $91010. 

Bolton in cr'it~:t:till·.: .. : for pupil transportation recommends 
that students and tea:chers i;i.ot be employed as drivers 

unless for reasons of economy •15 Brovm' s study of student 

drivers in North Carolina found high schoo1 pupils when 

C§refully trained and selected to be efficient drivers.16 

l5Bolton, .2E.• ill•, P• 557 
16Brovm, .2I?.. ill,. , p. 122 



TABLE 11 

MEDIAN SALARY PAID VARIOUS TYPES BUS DRIVERS 

Type driver 

1. Student 
2. Teacher J.• Janitor 4. Adult men 5. Adult women 

102 

Median salary 

$1.i.1.10 
62.00 
74.50 
91.10 
55.00 
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A majority of the districts comprising this study 

. , use- adult ·men. as drivers, but the few schools that do 

use students are satisfied )'1fth the service. Administrative 
, , '•,'l 

opinion on the merits of. using · pupil drivers was secured by 

visitation in eight schools. All officials reported that. 

high schooL students when carefully selected are cooperative 

efficient, and more easily supervised than adults who had 

formerly driven. More care was exeroi'sed in selecting, 

there were more applications for the position, students 

were willing to . drive for lower salaries and pupils were 

easier tq control, and follo,ved orders· better, · where 

arguments given in f.avor of student drivers. 

•While the above ;advantages of ·students over adults as 

. ,drivers are recognized by some, a majority of the districts 

use adult men beoause, as several officials report, a man 

is more capable to handle emergencies and dis oipline. 

The bus driver is more directly responsible for the 

safety of. the I>Upil than a teacher. __ Therefore this study makes 

an effort to determine the requirements and training of drivers4 
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Two schools of the sixty seven reporting laave no 

requirements for .bus drivers. Fifty five or 82 percent 

try ·to employ men. who have -drivers licenses and are 

lmown in the . connnunity as men of good repute and character. 

Only ten districts orl5percent have .written character 

requirements • . · 

As important as training programs are recognized 

to be, fifty -schools or 78 percent of the sixty .four 

that report say that they have no training ·program of,_ 

any __ kind. · Fourteen require ·drivers to attend _ the ,- ~ne. p.ay 

school conducted by the Kansas State Highway . Commission. 
' . . 

One of the above schools r~quires that drivers who are 

students must take the school sponsored driver education 

course and the Highway School in addition before they are 
, ' 

qualified for consideration to be a bus driver. · 

If a trained bus driver is as important for the 
\ , 

safety and e.f.ficiency :or pupil transportation as Featherston 

points out, then the schools of Western Kansas are failing 

in· their responsibility.17 

17Featherston; .2£• 'ill•• P• 2 
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Discipline . .2!!. ~• Fifty f'ive schools or 82 
percent do not ·find discipline to _be a serious problem 
on the. buses. Twelve schools or about 18 ·percent report 
that ,they are troubled by discipline and that it is a 
serious problem. one school man feels that this is one 
of hi's, most serious administrative responsibilities. 

While 82 :percent say that discipline is not a 

serious proble~, 82 per.cent also say that they think a 
good driver training program for drivers would improve 
discipline on the buses. 

State supervision . .'!!.. b11s routes, schedules,~ drivers. 
Sixty seven schools replied to the inquiry regarding 
·opinion relative to ·a desire for state supervision 

of bus routes and schedules. Forty four school men or 65 
percent did not want state supervision. Thirty four 
percent thought state ·supervision -would be desirable 
and beneficial. Fifty officials or76 percent of the 
sixty six reports say that they would favor state adopted 
standards for bus drivers. Twenty four percent of the 
reports did not want the state ·to set up bus driver 

standards. 

Some of the responses· are very emphatic in the expression 
of an opinion .against state supervision • . Rugged individualism 
still exists in Western Kansas. 
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18 19 20 .. 21 Butterworth . , · Tate ·. , Neyhard , Featherston , 
and the Florida State :Departmerit of Education22 

reconnnend state supervisionand·most of the references 
used by this study are reports of work done in states 
which have centralized supervision. From the information 

' ' . . . 

collected, . it appears logica.l ·to assume that more progress 
is made in states which have state supervision • 

. Private School Children. Only nine schools or the 
seventy in the study transport private school children 
in buses. · Of these nine, four carry them on the same 
basis that public aehool children are transported, four 
1:equire the ·children to meet the bus ·on ·its regularly 
established route and . one . school did not answer. · 

To obey the letter of the law and require private 
school children to ·meet the buses on ;the regular route 
is a dangerous procedure to follow, according to the 

l8Butterworth, 2.E,• ill•, p. 10 

19Tate, .2£• ill• 
20Neyhard, .21?.• ill•, P• 4-
21Featherston, .2£• £ll•, P• 

22Florida State Dept. o:f' Education, .2E.• m•, p. 6 
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opinion of' three school officials. This controversal 
issue will require further legislation and judicial 
action bef'ore the schools can be sure what the correct 
practice is. 

Cost of' bus transportation~ The cost of bus - - - __ ..... ____ _ 
,. ,. f' ' " • ' 

transportation. for Western Kansas . pup:Lis is high. The 
. . average cost per pupil as reported by the United States 

Office of Education is around $30~00 a yea:r in the nation 
. -

and $75.22 in Kansas. The cost in the fif'ty six schools 
that report ranges from -a low of $30.00 per pupil per 
year to a high of J199.oo. The median cost is $75.50 per 
child per year. This figure is just a few cents higher 
than the report by the United States Office or Education. 23 

Poor cost accounting and lack of proper inf'ormation 
destroy some of the value of the above figures. Two 
men report a cost of $q..oo to $10.00 per child per year 

fC?r transportation. A careful check of the reports show 
that drive:r•s cost alone would be double thetransportation 
cost which the two men _r~port. It is also :reared th.at 

some ·ofthe higher ranges of per pupil cost figures include 
capital investments in equipment, although exclusion of 

this item was requested. 

23u. · s. Office of Education, op. _ill., (Mimeographed 
Sheet.) 
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One county superintendent criticised school officials for 
making no division in capital and operational cost in 
reports to the county office. 

Tate reported transportation in New Iviexico high in 
1947-1948 at $53.00 per pupil. The state uses the con-
tract system in all but 22 school districts. The state 
system was' haphazard when controlled by local board, 
until 1937 when the legislature created a state director 
of transportationo Since then transportation has made 
rapid strides until New Mexico ranks high in pupil trans-
portation in the nation, according to the study.24 

Whether state supervision in ,Kansas would cut the 
transportation costs remains to be seen., but Tate 
says it increased efficiency and put New Mexico on a 
sound economical basis. 

Insurance. The legal aspects of school bus insurance 
is not a pa~t of this investigation. Only the practices 
of the schools being studied are sought. Sixty .four 
districts or 97 percent purchase full insurance coverage. 
This includes property damage and personal liability. 

24Tate, ~• ~• 



These data show that Kansas Schools are meeting the 

criterion for the protect.ion of children who ride the 
. . 26 buses as suggested by bo·th Tate2

;J and Joyner • 

Kinderga~ten. Fifty ~our _schools or 82 percent 
• • • • I' -· I • • • 1 

of the sixty five reporting distric~s do not have 
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a kindergarten. Eleven schools or about 17 percent do. 

Where it is cus~omary -i:to conduct:_)dndergarten ~lasses 

for half _day ·sessions, · the problem of getting children 
,, 

to school or home at noon arises. Eight of the schools 

depend on -the parents to transport ·the children one 

way, two districts report that the children are kept 

a full day and one school uses the buses to make the 

extra trip during the noon hour. 

From the evidence collected it appears that the 

extension of kindergarten services . to districts using 

school buses entails additional transportation facilities. 

Parents of children attending the kindergarten are now 

furnishing the extra service. Bus transportation has not 

encouraged the introduction or kindergarten in Western 

Kansas schools. 

Accidents. Ten schools report a serious accident 

within the pa.st five years. There are fatalities reported. 

25Tate., .2E.• ill• 
26Joyner, ~• ~• 
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All accidents were property damage as shown in Table 11. 
Adults are repo1.,ted to have been the drivers of six of 
the buses involved in accidents and students of three. 
There is no report in one case. 

Most of the accidents are reported to have been the 
result of carelessness. 

Other problems. The inquiry blank requested the school 
official list other problems _orpractices which were not 

covered by the study. Table 12 gives this information. 
Some of the remarks are partially covered but the school 
official. see1ned anxious to add emphasis to the previous 

statements. -



. ·TABLE 12 

NATURE OF SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENTS AS REPORTED BY 
.. SCHOOL OFFICIAL -

1. Upset -bus. 
2. Ran into a car. 
;3 •• Slid into a bridge• 4. Turned over in the ' mud. 5. Turned over in loose gravel. 
6. Baek bus ran into head bus. Following too closely. 7. Bus sitting on a hill while driver went ai'ter eggs, 

and it ran down the hill and hit a barn. 
8. Turned bus over-~ 
9. Turned bus over. Carelessness. 

10. No explanation except carelessness. 

ll2 



8. 
9. 

10~ 
11. 
12. 
1). 
llt~• 15. 
16. 
17. 

TABLE 13 

OTHER PROBLEXS ·LISTED BY SCHOOL MEN' 

Department of transportation needed. 
New buses too expensive. Somebody makes too much profit • . Roads need improving. 
Speeding., pulling off routes, purchasing. 
A plan for meeting increased costs of transportation. Roads. · · · · 
Schools should operate even if weather and road conditions, are such that buses cannot run. 
Need driver training program. 

Speed., distance, expense. 
Bad roads. 
Speeding a problem. 
Buses are one of biggest problems. 
Getting good drivers. 
Laying out routes. 
How to buy buses on devalued doll.8:'. 
Hauling other than school groups. 
Punctuality on routes. 

113 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

In consideration of the information assembled from 
authorities in the field. of pupil bus transportation and 
practices in schools. in Western Kansas, the following con-

clusions and implications are offered. 

The two to three -year tenure of school administrators 
is not adequate for . inauguration ,.or development o:f' efficient 
pupil transportation systems. Under such short tenure, the 
school program is likely to be :static and many administrative 
responsibilities retained by the board of education as is 

shown in this study. 

With half the median enrollment now riding the buses 1n 

the schools comprising this study, and the maximum time children 
spend on the bus near the limit set by the state regulation, 
one can conclude that bus routes cannot be much longer. The 

implication of this conclusion .. is that Western Kansas schools 
are likely to remain small. Distance is a factor which will 
keep down enrollments and any program for the improvement of 
instruction will have to be based on the small school system 

with an enrollment under 300. 

The study of recommended standardized records with 

benefits as pointed out by Butterworth compared with the 

records kept by the seventy schools establishes reasons to 
114 
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conclude that pupil transportation accounting is inefficient 
and inadequate in the Western Kansas schools comprising this 
study. 

In light of the evidence, one could imply that trans-

portation statistics are inaccurate andof little benefit in 
the present condition. · 

A study of transportation in other states leads one to 

the conclusion that state supervision by the State Department 
of Education is a necessity if organization and efficiency 
are to .emerge from the variety of present practices. Tate 

found that the creation of a State Director of Transportation 
in New Mexico with broad powers of supervision over local · 

districts brought order out of haphazard praotice.1 

It is recommended that a State Director of Transportation 
be appointedto head the State Department of Transportation 
and · that this official be ··granted b?Joad supervisory powers 

over local districts. A uniform accounting system for pupil 
transportation should be introduced 1n all schools by this 

department. 

· This study ·round many school officials who object to state 

supervision, however the experience of officials in other states 

and recommendations of authorities is considered more important 
than the objections of individual school men. 

While districts reported general satisfaction with bus 

drivers, the majority of the reporting officials, authorities, 
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01'ficia·1s in other states and the United States Office of 
,, 

Education all ·favor training programs for personnel. 
It is reconnnended that the State Director of Transporta~ 

tion in the State Department of Education be vested with 
authority to conduct schools to train school bus transporta-

.· ' .. . , .. . tion supervisors and bus drivers as rapidly as possible and 
that this tzaaining be required for certification to drive 

I•/ ' 

a school bus~·-· 
. · _. 

, A ·comparfson of pupil bus transportation costs in Kansas 
with national costs shows that Kansas spends two and one half 
times the national average per child. This fact implies that· 
Kansas schools may be wasting money on some practices which 

• 1 - , ' 

might be corrected by good administration and supervision. 
The implication of these conclusions is that the creation 

of a State Director of Transportation in the State Department 
of Education could establish standardized ,accounting, create 
a 'state driver training program with certification of drivers, 

' . 

standardize practices with suggestions for better procedures, 
and yet secure a more efficient, comfortable, safe system of 
pupil bus transporta.tion for Kansas children at a lower cost 
than the state is now paying. 

Tate found these benefits came in New Mexico with the 
.. ' ', 2 creation of centralized supervision. 



ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a ,study , of the practices in Western 

Kansas school bus tr~sportation. , Chapter 1 introduces the 
supject of pupil transportation in the United States and 

Kansas, and then proceeds to collect data and statistics on 
the practices, which are ,chosen for consideration from Pub-
lications from the United States Office of Education, state 
departments of education, books, magazines, unpublished thesis, 

and other documents. 

Pupil transportation began in Massachusetts in 1869 when 

the legislature of that state passed a law authorizing local 

communities to tax themselves for the transportation of pupils. 
In 1920 there were -fetv Western Kansas schools transporting 

students, and by 1924 there wer~ sixteen schools furnishing 

pupil bus transportation. 

The United States Office of Education reports a rapid 

growth of pupil transportatioD:bY bus with 6~980 1 689 children 

transported in 115,205 vehicles at an expenditure of $204,611,283 
in 1949 and 1950. 

The reason for this rapid growth seems to be .the belief 

that consolidated schools provide better educational opportuni-

ties than one teacher schools, migration of population from 

rural areas to cities, and the advent o.f the automobile and good 

highways. Also, it is pointed out that the government has an 

obligation to furnish transportation, and itis a proper function 

of the state. 117 
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The necessity for the collection,.·· analysis and publica-
tion ·· of ·data· and .statistics on pupil bu·s transportation is 
pointed out, and the responsibility for this service is fiXed' 
in the centralized offiee in the state department of educa-
tion. The .responsibility for th.e administration and super-
vision. of pupil bus .transportation is fixed in the school 

superintendent. " Also, the importance ot: state supervision 
is pointed out if a state is .to have an efficient, economical 
bus transportation system for its pupils. 

Crij;eria are off'ered·for the efficient operation of bus 
systems. Among the more important of these are: routes should 
be .established to acconnnodate the children rather than to save 
expenses, drivers should be carefully selected and trained, 
districts should ovm their vechicl.es and housing facilities, 
responsibility for pupil transportation should be fixed in the 

superintendent, a competentmechahicshould . be employed, and 
the district should achieve economy by careful purchase of gas-
oline, oil,· and supplies. · ·, · 

·An effort is made to point out good pupil bus administra-
tion practices which authorities have tested and published. 
Some of .the practices which are given consideration: are:·· the 

use of records to give publicity on economical practices, ·type 
of records necessary, the circle route compared with the cut-

back route, map making as an essential to routing,maximum 

riding time of one·hour .on a bus, maximum vehicle speed of 45 
miles per hour, walking distances of not more than two miles, 
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necessity for strict time schedules, importance of and neces-
sity for good bus mechanics, the ,needfor careful training 
and selection of bus drivers: by the state department of educa-
tion, the Kansas Highway Connnission•s . training plan, transpoxata-
tion of. parochial children, and school bus insurance. · 

Chapter .11 is a· statement of .the -problem and the method 

of procedure. The problem as stated is an effo!'t to ascertain 

school bus transportation practices in a selected area in · 

Western Kansas, compare them with recognized ·criteria, point 
outgood practices and recommend modification. of .action which 
is not in harmony with the criteria. The method of ·procedure 

was as follows: selection of'·practices. to, be studied, construc-

tion of an inquiry blank wh.ich was sent to the schools in the 

selected area, visitation to approximately one third of the 

schools to interview superintendents and inspect transportation 

equipment, analysis of returned inquiry blanks, and the writing 
of the manuscript. 

Chapter 111 is the presentationof the practices as the 

school officials listedthemon the inquiry blanks or gave them 

when interviewed. 

Kansas schools ·began transporting pupils in 1917 and the 

service has grown gradu~lly and continuously since that time. 

The study shows school officials have a ,median of ·eleven 

years experience with a median of . two and three tenths years 

tenure at each position. 
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The districts average -four plus vehicles per school. The 
average enrollment is one hundred sixty nine students, with 
average of eighty five students ri'ding the buses. Long routes 

average thirty three miles, . short route_s average twenty one 
miles, , and the median •average route is twenty five miles. 

A majority .of .the districts own their buses and own or 
rent a garage. Leaving buses at the end of the route is a 
common practice. one third of the schools have a school mechanic, 
and one half .hire mechanicl[) work ,done. · There is no general 

replacement policy other than replacement when needed. 
· Record keeping .is reported to be inadequate and inefficient 

with. need for improvement. ,The establishment of routes appears · 
to be in harmony -with criteria; the superintendent cooperating 
with the board of education in the planning. Few schools use 
buses pn more than one route and most were circle routes. Only 

three districts use ·feeder lines. 

The reports show that the average time children ride buses 
to ,get to scho.ol is fifty two minutes. 

Western Kansas schools do not require children to -.walk to 
meet .the bus, but··.ioad at the childts home. ): t i 

. :Assignment of· buses . :t;o routes is not standardized and the 
practice is left to _-"expediency. 

Most schools operate the vehicles on a flexible schedule. 
There is need for imp.rovement , to meet the suggested strict 
schedule criterion. 
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The 'majority of the districts place responsibility for 

operation in bad weather in the ·hands of the superintendent, 

yet one fourth still fail to fix this responsibility. 

The State Department of Education ·suggests that school 

time lost because of bad weather be made up by teaching extra 

days in the spring. A. majority , of the districts follow this 

suggestion, 'Yet .about -one fourth still make up time on 

Saturdays. 

Maximum bus speed in .Kansas is forty f'ive miles per hour. · 

All but one district operate equipment at or under this speed. 

Schools ·that. have .had trouble with speeding drivers have 

'installed governors on the equipment. One fourth operate with 

governors on motors with another eleven percent reporting that 

excess speed 1s a problem. 

The average .m~~hanic 1 s salary is $2409 a year with no 

specialized training required o_tp.~r then mechanical experience • . -~- r·.- .;~.: 

Little dissatisfaction with drivers i 's :11:-'?ported. Most 

schools employ adult men to drive, a few ·use all students and 

the rest have -combinations of teachers, . janitors; women, 

students, and men other than teachers and janitors. The median 

salary for students is $44~10., teachers $62.00, janitors $74.50, . 
and outside men $91.10. 

Eighty two percent of school officials report that 

licensed men of good charact~r are employed when possible, but 

78 percent have no training requirements • . The schools are fail-

ing in their responsibility by -not meeting this training criterion. 
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Officials do not report discipline aa a serious problem,. 

yet 82 percent think a good driver training program would 
improve social conditions , on buses. 

Thinking ·is divided on supervision of transportation by 
a centralized state department • . A,majority do not want the 
state to assume supervisory powers, yet three fourths express 
the belief that the state should adopt -standards for bus 

drivers. 

Cost of: bus transportation in.Kansas is reportectli by the 
United States Office of Education to be $75~22 per child per 
year. The national average is $30.00~; This study found the 

median eost tobe $7.5.50 per child· per year~ A study is quoted 
that found state supervision made pupil bus transportation both 

cheaper and mo!'e efficient. 

Full insurance coverage is ca!'ried· by 97 percent of the 
districts. 

· -Kindergartens are not encouraged by pupil bus transporta-
tion a~cording to the evidence. 

Chapte,r lV brings the study together in a few conclusions 

and implications. 

The first conclusion is that a two or three year tenure 

is not sufficient time for school administrators to build pro-

gressive efficient programs. 

Ev'idence shows that hal.f the enrollments of the districts 
studied are . riding the buses and that the average child ride·s 

near the maximum time of one hour. 
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The conclusion is that bus routes cannot be much longer, 
with . the implication that Western K~nsas schools will remain 
_ small as they now are • -

The conclusion is drawn that pupil transportation 
accounting is inefficient and inadequate. The implication 

of this .conclusion is that Kansas transportation statistlcs 
are -inadequate, inaccurate, and of .little value. It' this 

-is true, some of' the value of the study is _ destroyed, but 
the recommendation that a state director of transportation 

·in the state department or education becomes doubly 
important. This oftioial would be responsible tor the 

. establishment of p.ri ver -training programs, standardized 

accounting systems, and general supervision over buses 
and routes operating over the stateo The ·chapter closes 

with the statement that the implication of the conclusions 
is that to have an efficient, economical, safe transport-
ation system, Kansas must have a state director of 

transportation. 



SCHOOLS USED IN THE STUDY OF SCHOOL BUS TRANSPORTATION 
1. Alexander* 21. Cllllison*V 410 Hudson 
2. Arnold · 22. Deerfield* 1+2. Ingalls* 
3. Ashland*V 23. Dighton 430 Inman 
4. ' Attica 24. Elkhart 1+4. Isabel* 
5. Arlington*V 25. Ellis 45. Jetmore 
6. Bazine 26. . Englewood *V 46. Johnson 
7. Belpre* 27. E.flsign*V 47. Kanorado* 
8~ Belle Plaine 28. Ford.*V 48. Kindall* 
9. Bloom*V ·.· . ¥ Kingsdown*V 29. Fowler .. V 490 
10. Brewster* 30. Garfield* 50. Kiowa* 
11. Brownell 31; Goddard* 51. Kismet*V 
12. Blloklin, V 32. Gorham 52. Lacrosse 
13. Burdett* )3. Grainfield 53. Lakin 

··• 

14. ·Byers* 34. Greensburg* 54. Leoti 
15. Castleton* 35. Grinnell 55. Lewis 
16. Cheney* 36. Hanston 56. Luray 
17. Cimarron*V , 37. Hardtner* 57. Macksville* 
18. Coldwater*V .3So Ha:viland*V 5S • Manter* 
'19o Coolidge* .39. Hazelton* 5'9. McCracken 
20. Copeland*V 40. Holcomb* 60. Meade*V 

*. Schools which operate . buses. 

V Schools where visits were made. 
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61. Menlo* 

620 Minneola*V 

63. Montezu.ma*V 

64. Moscow*V 
65. Mt. Hopet 
66. Mullinville*V 
67. Ness City* 

68. Norwich* 
69. Oakley* 

70~ Offerle*V 
71. Otis* 
72. Page City* 
73. Partridge* 
740 Pawnee Rook* 

75. Pierceville 
76. Plains*V 

770 Preston* 
78. Pretty Prairie* 
79.Protection*V 

80. Ransom 
81. Rexford* 

820 Rozel* 
8). Russell Springs* 

840 St. John 

85. Satanta*V 
86. Sawyer* 

87 o Sharon Springs 
880 Sharon* 

89. Spearville V 

90. Stafford 
91. Suble,tte*V 

92. Syracuse* 
93. Tribune* 

94. Trousdale* 
95. Turon*V 
96. tittica . 

97. Wakeeney 
98. Weskan* 

99 o Wilmore*V 

100. Winona* 
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Univernity of Kansas 
Department of Education 

Iawrence, Kansas 
1701 Indiana 

March 25, 1952 

Dear Sir: 

It will ~ake you about 10 minutes to ans,..,er this 

incluiry bliJ.nl::. The question of school bus tro.us11or-

tation in. Kansas needs study and collsiderate attention. 

I will an1)rec:i.n.te ;rour help as this is the only .. - ) 

way thn.t rauch inforr:iation ca:..1 be obt.:1ined. 

Advisory Committee: 

J. ll. Twente 
Cloys. Hobson 
E. E. :Bayles 
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Sincerely, 

J. C. ,'ii tter 
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name of School: Location: ___ _ 

liame of 11.d.rnini strc.tor: ---- -----·-----·---·--------------
Years of Ad.ministro.tive e1:--perie11ce: 

Years L.1 present :nosition: _ ------------•-----------
If the school does not operate buses to transport children to and from school, please 
sto]:) here. 

If the school operates one or more buses to transport children to and fro• school, 
please answer the follo,·1ing questions according to the practice which is followed in 
the district. 

I. Ad.ministration of buses: 

A. Humber of buses operated: 

:S. Enrollment: Grades 1 to 8 ______ • Grades 9 to 12 __________ _ 

C. Humber of public school chilc1ren transported on buses: 

D. Buses were first used in this district in the year: 

E. Length of bus rou.tes: 

1. Longest ___ _ miles. 2. Sl1ortest ____ _ rJi le s. 3. l;. vero.Ge ____ _ 

F. Ownership of buses: (Checl~ blunl:s which apply to system) 

1. Buses are owned and O!,'ero.ted by the district: 

2. Duses are ouned and opern.ted by a I>rivate individual: 

3. lf other plan is used please describe it: 

G. Housing of buses: ( Check blanlrn which ap:ply to system) 

1. Buses are housed in school o\-med garage: 

2. .Buses are housed in private garage: 

3. Buses are kept in town, but not housed: 

4. Buses are housed at end of route in country~ 

5. Buses are left at end of route in country but are not 
housed: 

Yes __ :To __ 

·Yes_lTo_ 

Yes_iTo_ 

Yes __ ~To_ 

Yes_lTo __ 

Yes_lTo_ 

Yes_iio __ _ 
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H. Service, repcdr, and r.1ai:1tenaace of buses: 

1. Buses are serviced by a school employed mechanic: 

2. Buses are serviced by an independent mechanic: 

3. Buses are serviced by the drivers: 

I.· Re-placement of buse~: 
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Yes __ lTo __ 

Yes __ lTo_ 

Yes_lTo __ _ 

1. All buses are replaced at one time: Yes __ lTo __ 

2. One unit or bus is replaced each year: Yes __ lTo __ 

J. Ho replacement plan other than replacement when administration 
feels that bus is worn out: Yes_iTo_ 

J. Records: ( Check blank for records which are· kept) 

1. A record of children trans:9or.ted on buses: 

2. A record of miles traveled by buses: 

3. A yearly cost of gas and oil for buses: 

4. Yearly 01Jern.tioa . cost for the fleet: 

5. it record of yearly operation cost for each bus: 

6. Records are ~-:ept by: 

a. The superintendent or pri11ci:9al: 

b. The mechanic: 

c. The board of education: 

?. A written transportation report is made to the board of 
education each year: 

,Ad.ministration of bus routes: 

A. Routes are established by: 

1. School board: 

2. Superintendent or princips.l: 

). Bus mechanic: 

4. Please give plan if other is·used: 

B. Buses are operated over two routes per day: 

C. 1-Iethod of determini11g routes: 

l. Circle routes used: buses lon.cl all way around: 

2. Double-bacl: routes used, buries loc:\tl 0~1e way o!'l.ly: 

Yes __ !To __ 

Yes __ J.10 __ 

Yes __ Ho __ 

Yes_lTo 

Yes __ lTo __ 

Yes_lTo_ 

Yes_Uo_ 

Yes __ lTo_ 

Yes_J.10_ 

Ye s __ lTo __ . _ 

Yes_iTo_ 

Yes_ilo 

Yes ___ ,o_ 

Yes_ .. :o_ 



J. Feeder lines are used to meet the buses on the regularly 
established routes: 

D. ·The maximum time any child must ride the bus to get to his 
destination is: (give in hours or minutes) 

E. Distance children are required to truvel to meet the bus: 

1. The driver determines uhere childre11 meet the bus: 

2. The bus must load or unload in child I s yard: 

J. Children li vine; one-fourth mile or less from route must 
meet bus on route: 

4. Children living one-fourth to one mile from route must 
meet bus on the route: 

F. Buses are assigned to the routes by: 

1. The superi.htendent or the princi:'al: 

2. The board of education: 

J. The bus mechanic: 

4. Please give plan if other is used: 

G. Schedule: 

1. ~uses are re~uired to operate on a strict time schedule: 

2. Buses are o~erated on a flexible schedule: 

3. lTo definite th1e sched.ule is used: 

H. Road Conditions: 

1. The decision that the buses uill not ol)erate beco.use of 
bo.d weather conditions is made _by: 

2. School is closec1 uhen buses do not orerr'.te: 

). The public is informed ,-,hen buses do not oper:i.te by: 

a. Telephone: 

b. Radio: 

c. lTo communication: 

4. School time that has been missed because of bad \'1eather 
conditions is made up by: 

a. School is held on Saturday: 

b. School hours o.re lengthened ,each day: 

c. Extra days are added in the spring: 

d. Lost time is not made upi 
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Yes_lro_ 

Yes __ uo __ 
Yes __ j_To __ 

Yes __ Ho_ 

Yes __ iTo __ 

Yes_Uo __ 

Yes_lTo __ 

Yes iTo ---

Yes_lTo_ 

Yes __ llo __ 

Yes_lTo __ 

Yes __ no_ 

Yes __ ~lo __ 

Yes_.lTo_ 

Yes_iTo_ 

Yes_l!o __ 

Yes __ no_ 

Yes __ :To_ 

Yes ------



h Speed: 

·1. lfuimum speed at vrhich buses are o:peru ted: 

2. Governors are used on buses to control _sp~ed: 

J. Control of speed has been a serious !)roblem: 

III. Driver Per'sonne 1: 

A. The School employn a }ms mechanic: 

1. The yearly salary paid the ~echanic is: 

2. This mechanic nust be a trained supervisor and. mechanic: 

a. Please a.e scribe this training program: 

3. Authority vested in nechanic: 

a. ~To authority: 

b. Supervisory authority over buses and routes, subject 
to the superintendent of school: · 

c. Supervisory authority over buses and routes, subject 
to the boa.rel of educo. tion: 

B. Bus drivers are employed by: 

C. The drivers are responsible to: 

D. The drivers are contracted by a v1ritten contract: 

E. The drivers are required to have a medical examination: 

F. TY!)e of drivers em~loyed ·and salary: 
Sn tis- · 

1. Student drivers: 
factory 

2. Teacher drivers: 

3. Janitor drivers: 

4. Adult men drivers: 

5. Adult women drivers: 

G. 3e<1uirements for drivers: 

Avernge 

I 
Unsatis-
factory 

T 
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Yes __ ~To __ 

Yes __ ]o __ 

Yes __ :To __ 

,,. ~------
Yes __ Ho __ 

Yes __ Ho __ _ 

Yes_lTo_ 

Yes_Uo __ 

Yes __ iTo __ 

Yes_Uo __ 

Ave·rage 
ltonthly 
Salary 

1. Ho requirements required: Yes __ :To __ 

2. Good character and driving ability are desired but no 
requirements otherwise: Yes __ Ho __ 

J. Drivers must meet established, 1:rritten character and driver 
qualifications: Yes_lTo __ 



H. The school h..1s a traininc nrocrc.n for its drivers: 

1. Please describe this pro~ram: 

IV. Special Problems: 

A. Discipline: 

1. Discipline is a serious .problem on the buses: 

2. A good training program for drivers would help control the 
discipline cases: 

B. State supervision: 

1. The state should supervise the e stablishme!lt of bus routes 
and bus schedules: 

2. The state should establish sto.ndard.s for bus drivers: 

C. Children from private schools: 

1. Private school children are transported: 

2. Buses transport private school children on the same basis 
that n1.1.blic school children n.re .trans!)ortecl: 

J. Private school children are req_uired to meet the bus 
regardless of distance 1.-1hich they live from the regularly 
established routes: 

D. Cost of transportation: (Use last year 1 s report) 
lTote: do not include new eq_uipment. 

l. Cost per child per year - if available: 

E. Insurance: 

1. Buses are fully insured for property damage and personal 
liability: 

F. Kindergarten: 

1. The school operates a kindergarten: 

2. What plan is used to get kindergarten children who live 
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Yes __ iTo __ 

Yes __ Ho_·_ 

Yes __ iTo __ 

Yes __ lTo __ 

Yes __ lTo __ 

Yes __ :To __ 

Ye s __ :..ro __ 

Yes __ llo __ 

,,. -,> _____ _ 

r'• •;> _____ _ 

Yes __ lTo __ 

Yes __ j.lo __ 

in the country home after classes: ___________________ _ 

G • .Accidents: 

1. The district has hn.d a serious accident i ,n past 5 years: 

2. The driver of the bus ,-ms a: (student or adult) 

J. Please state nature ancl cause of accident: 

--- ---·-- ···--·· ---- ·• ·· - -•··•-·- ···-·· -- - ----·---·· ---

Yes __ .:.iO __ 

H. Please state other transport~tion !)roblems which need to be studied: 
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